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Introduction
To grow a business you need to go where your customers are. For a craft

business, this might mean attending craft fairs or having your products stocked by
local and national retailers but relying only on these traditional approaches means
missing out on the massive audiences available online.

Your customers are on Facebook so that’s where you need to be but it’s not
enough to simply be there - as with all aspects of running and promoting your
business (whatever its size) it takes persistent effort to use social media effectively.
However, spending time on the wrong things can be counter-productive. You only
have so many hours in the day and the majority of your time must always be spent
on your primary job - creating your craft. 

This book will help you set up an effective Facebook presence quickly and
then run it in the minimum of time. Get it right and it’ll generate a consistent and
growing stream of orders either directly from you or from your website or other
outlets. As you read this book, please always remember that the purpose of
marketing (as that’s what we’re talking about) is to increase the number of orders -
it’s not about getting obsessed about the number of Facebook Likes your Page has.
Keep focused on the number that matters - how much money you’re making from
your marketing.

It’s essential that you don’t just read this book but actually carry out the
practical steps it contains. Not everything will suit your particular business but much
of the advice here is universal and nothing will happen unless you take action. So,
let’s get cracking!

What do I know?
I’ve been running businesses, largely online, for over 15 years and have been

using online marketing since the early part of the century. I’ve also been earning part
of my living as a writer during that time, having been a regular contributor to PC Pro
Magazine and the published author of 3 books on business and technology. 

Since starting MakingYourOwnCandles with my wife Peta in 2009, we’ve built
up a wonderful Facebook community which forms an important part of my
marketing. This book covers the techniques we’ve used to foster our following and
turn that into sales. It’s a follow-on from Your Craft Business: A Step by Step Guide,
now into its second edition and an Amazon best-seller which has sold thousands of
copies since it was first released late in 2012.

To get the most out of this book, please follow along and build or edit your
Page with me. And if you have any questions, please email me at
kev@makingyourowncandles.co.uk.

Please also visit www.yourcraftbusiness.co.uk, a website dedicated to people
like you who have the guts and desire to start your own business. Good on you! 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B00SWZIBUQ
http://www.yourcraftbusiness.co.uk
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Marketing
Put simply, marketing is the way we bring customers and our products

together with the aim of making a sale. It’s also the single most important aspect of
your business, aside from the skill you put into your craft because marketing is what
separates a hobby from a business.

Your customers
The first step in coming up with a marketing approach is to understand who

your customer is. And the answer isn’t “everyone”!! By knowing your customers, you
can plan the right sorts of activities that will appeal to those people and this makes
your marketing effective.

Here’s an example. Before my wife, Peta, and I set up
MakingYourOwnCandles.co.uk back in 2009, I created an online survey and invested
£50 in Google ads so that people searching for “candle making kits” would be sent to
the questionnaire. I asked questions about products and pricing as well as asking the
respondent to share their gender, age and their country of residence and, in return
for completing the survey, they received a small reward.

This told us that our customers were going to be predominantly women of
35+. Now, this might seem pretty obvious in retrospect but assuming that in
advance is extremely risky. We might have thought candle making would have a
younger or older audience or that it would have a more even split between men and
women. After running that survey for a couple of days, we knew who we should aim
at. 

That was back in the early days of Facebook in the UK when it was much more
primitive than it is today. Fortunately, you can now use Facebook itself to help you
work out who to aim your marketing at - entirely free of charge.

Using Facebook to work out who your customers are
The first step is a little painful, I’m afraid, if you’re in the UK but bear with

me. On a laptop or desktop computer, go to Facebook and click your name at the top
of the page. Now click the downward pointing arrow at the top right and choose
Settings. This will load the General Settings page and you must now grit your teeth
and change the Language to English (US) by clicking the Edit link and selecting it
from the list. It told you it would be painful but you should notice the search bar at
the top of the page get a little larger. This is because only American users get to
access the super-dooper search that we’re going to use.

You now need to find a popular Facebook Page that covers your craft. To do
this, type something like this into the search bar

candle making supplies
...then click on the Pages tab. Choose the most appropriate one - making sure

it has plenty of followers (at least 1,000 or so). In my example, it was Candlescience
candle making supply. Now, type the following into the search bar:

fans of candlescience candle making supply that live in united kingdom
… replacing “candlescience candle making supply” with the page you’ve

chosen. Once the search has completed, click the People tab and you’ll see a list of
the people who meet that search.

You now need to go through a representative sample (20-30 minimum) and
note down their approximate age, gender and what other interests these people have.
You can find out their interests by clicking the three dots next to the word “message”
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You can find out their interests by clicking the three dots next to the word “message”

in the individual’s summary - interests is listed as an option. Take a look and see if
you can get a feel for what other things your potential customers are interested in -
this can help a lot when it comes to creating marketing for these people.

Once you’ve done this, you can go to Settings and change the language back to
English (UK) if you’re based in the mother country.

This customer research is just to get the ball rolling. Facebook provides a lot
of information about fans of your page so, once you’ve established a following, you’ll
be able to understand the sorts of people attracted to your business. For example, as
I write this, I can see that 89% of the fans of the MakingYourOwnCandles Facebook
page are women (compared with 46% of all Facebook users) and that, of those, the
vast majority are between the ages of 35 and 54. I can also see that more of our fans
are online at 9pm than at any other time. Useful stuff isn’t it?

Surveys
To get more specific information you can take the same approach I did back in

2009 by running a survey. The simplest way to do this is through Google Forms
which is part of the Google Docs suite of apps. If you have a gmail address or any
other Google account, you already have access to it by simply typing
forms.google.com into your browser bar. You can now create a survey form by
adding fields to that page - you can find training on Google Forms at
https://www.google.com/edu/training/get-trained/forms/basics.html. 

As part of the research for this book, I created a survey to find out which
social media networks our customers used. It was created in 10 minutes and
promoted with £8 of Facebook Ads and an email newsletter to our mailing list. The
results were enough to change the title of this book!

https://www.google.com/edu/training/get-trained/forms/basics.html
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What is Marketing?
Now that you know a bit more about your prospective customers, let’s look at

the big topic of marketing. If you want to build a successful business, you have to
bring your products and the right customers together and persuade them to buy. It
begins with having an excellent range of products - if you need to find out more
about creating products that people want to buy, take a look at Your Craft Business:
A Step by Step Guide. 

Having a great product is half the battle because then you get to benefit from
the most effective form of marketing of all - word of mouth referral. A poor product,
on the other hand, means at best a short term business that’s always having to find
new customers to survive or, at worst, no business at all. Begin with the product, get
it right and then find customers who will love it.

Marketing your products
The meat and drink of marketing for small businesses should revolve around

the products themselves. Coke might be able to afford to spend millions on “brand
awareness” marketing whose aim is to position them as the first firm you think of
when you want a bottle of pop but you are not Coke. That’s not to say you shouldn’t
build a brand but rather that your main efforts should focus on marketing specific
products and ranges. 

You have two main tasks - to put your products in front of potential customers
and then to successfully sell those products to a profitable percentage. Now, this
might sound rather cold and businesslike when applied to crocheted baby blankets
but think of it this way - would you rather more people got to know about your
blankets? If so, you shouldn’t think of marketing as a dirty word or even a necessary
evil - it’s actually the range of ways you get your product seen.

There are four steps to selling your product, summed up in the acronym AIDA
- Attention, Interest, Desire and Action.

Attention
The first thing you must do is get the attention of your prospective customer.

Knowing your target audience is doubly important here because you’ve firstly got to
know where they tend to hang out both online and in the real world and, secondly,
you need to know that they are realistic potential buyers. There’s no point making a
big splash in the wrong market - it’s only worthwhile attracting the attention of the
right people.

Advertising is the classic method for doing this, and still probably the most
effective. In the golden, early, days of Facebook it seemed, for a moment, that
perhaps social media would offer a way of getting this attention for free but, as time
has gone on and Facebook has embedded advertising more and more into its
systems, it has become harder and harder to succeed without putting your hand in
your pocket. The real trick is to keep costs low and the effect high. We’ll cover this in
depth later but, just in case you’ve broken out in a cold sweat at the thought of
buying advertising, my default budget on Facebook is £3.50 so we’re not talking a
king’s ransom!

You can also advertise in the real world but you should be very careful before
spending money on placements in magazines and newspapers. This is partly because
even though print advertising has become cheaper as the industry declines, it is still
far more expensive than its online equivalents but it’s also much harder to work out
what will work before you’ve spent the money and what did work afterwards. At

http://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B009SK4SVU
http://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B009SK4SVU
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what will work before you’ve spent the money and what did work afterwards. At
MakingYourOwnCandles.co.uk, we’ve dabbled in print advertising but without
notable success. My advice is to get your online advertising working well before
considering print unless you are promoting a specific local event.

The initial job of your advertising is to grab the attention of the potential
customer. This doesn’t mean doing anything outrageous but it does involve catching
their eye in some way. This is often achieved with the right photo in the case of
Facebook status updates or advertising.

Interest
So, they’ve become aware of you, now the hard part. You have a few

hundredths of a second to give them a reason to keep paying attention before they’re
distracted by the latest YouTube cat video. Put another way, interest means what’s in
it for me? Potential customers want to know why they should continue to pay
attention so there needs to be something about the marketing activity that makes it
clear that reading on is in their best interests. In the case of an advert, this might
take the form of text (“copy”) that clearly states that what you’re offering applies to
them. Another good way to increase interest is to run competitions where the prize is
what keeps their attention.

Desire
More often than not, the job of the first two steps is to get the potential

customer to click a link to find out more about you and what you sell. Once the
visitor arrives at, say, a page on your site or Facebook post that describes the product
you’re marketing, it’s the job of that page to build desire. Unless you’re Apple, this
will involve more than simply announcing a product - you’ll need to carefully work
out which features of your product will most appeal to your customer. Which is why
building a premium product and knowing your target audience are so important.

Desire is often built through use of photos and videos - particularly as, in the
case of craft businesses, where the product is designed to be used in the real world
whether to be worn, as decoration or ornamentation. Showing the product in a real
world setting helps the customer to visualise it in their own home or imagine
wearing it themselves.

Action
This process is often described as a sales funnel which is pretty descriptive, if

rather cold. Imagine all the customers whose attention you grabbed at the top of the
tunnel; many them will not be interested in whatever it is you’re promoting. Of those
that are, many will not feel a strong desire so only a certain proportion will have
made it to this stage.

Action is the toughest of all since it means persuading the customer to get
their credit card out and actually buy what it is you have to offer. It’s no secret that
ecommerce stores typically have “conversion rates” (the percentage of visitors who
actually buy) in single figures. In other words, over 90% of all the people who arrive
at the site don’t have a strong enough desire to take action. The good news is that,
with clever marketing, this is fine - after all, ecommerce is booming despite these
conversion rates.

To get the customer to take action, you must do three things (assuming they
can afford it). Firstly, persuade them that they really want the item. Secondly, you
must convince them of its value and, finally, you must overcome their distrust of all
things online so that they’ll feel happy placing their order. This last one is a major
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things online so that they’ll feel happy placing their order. This last one is a major

issue and social media can play a big role in this by offering Social Proof.
There is no better marketing than word of mouth recommendation and one

way to achieve this is via social media. If one of your followers shares a post,
comments on it, or likes it, some of their friends will see it and will treat that
engagement with your post as a recommendation. This isn’t as powerful as a direct
recommendation or, indeed, a product review, but it all serves to build a perception
of you as the person or firm to buy from. Social media makes it simpler to build up
your social proof by offering all the tools to do so.

This final stage sees a big drop-off not only because it’s difficult to get the
customer to make their decision to buy but because there are several steps in that
process and, at any point, the customer might change their mind, lose patience or
face a technical challenge.

Your marketing plan, then, must address each of these steps - in many cases
more than one will be covered in a specific campaign. But there’s one final ingredient
to marketing that, despite being absolutely essential to success, is ignored by most
marketers - testing.

Testing, testing, testing
The only way to know whether a marketing campaign or technique has

worked is to test. If, for example, you run a Facebook competition, you have to know
what the response to that was (and how that response translates into actual money)
because that’s the only way to understand what works for your business and your
customers.

Let’s say the prize in your competition costs you £10 to make and a further
£3.50 to post to the winner. One way or another, that activity needs to generate at
least £13.50 in order to be worthwhile - as a small businessperson you cannot afford
to indulge in marketing activities that lose you money overall. Facebook presents a
particular challenge because it’s tempting to focus mainly on getting Page Likes and
the problem with this is that it’s much harder to work out what a Like is worth in
monetary terms than, say, a purchase on your website.

So, adverts that directly result in a purchase are much easier to measure.
Facebook makes it relatively simple to track the conversion rate of your ad - in other
words the percentage of the people who click on the ad that then go on to buy.

I’ll admit that tracking the results of your marketing can be a hassle but,
frankly, if you don’t do it you might as well run out onto the street and throw fivers
into the wind - at least that would be quicker - rather than wasting time on
marketing of any sort. But then, without marketing you won’t have a business so I
suggest getting used to the idea and building testing into the process from the start.
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Social Media
It’s hard to imagine that social media barely existed ten years ago - unless

you’ve heard of Friendster, that is. Facebook was launched to the public in 2006 and
had 100 million users by the end of 2008 and by December 2014, it had jumped to
1.4 Billion. 

Here’s the killer statistic: in the UK, more than half of everyone over the age
of 13 uses Facebook. The only equivalent in the traditional media would be TV - it’s a
fair guess that more than half of adults watch the BBC reasonably often but even if
you could advertise on our public service TV channels, how much do you think that
would cost? Around £1.5 million for a single spot during a high profile TV event. I
don’t know about you, but I don’t expect to spend £1.5 million on all my marketing
during my entire business career, let alone on a single commercial!

So Facebook allows you to market to an audience equivalent to the BBC’s at a
tiny fraction of the cost of TV advertising. Furthermore, you can much more
effectively target who sees the ad than you could on TV, which means your marketing
campaign is likely to be much more effective.

Facebook isn’t the only social network, of course. As part of the research for
this book, I invited the Facebook fans of MakingYourOwnCandles.co.uk to complete
a survey so that I could find out what other networks they knew about and used. We
need to be careful with the results because only those people who currently use
Facebook would be asked the question - this doesn’t necessarily mean we can draw
the same conclusions for our general audience. Having said that, it does help to
understand what other networks Facebook fans of our page use and whether we
should be active on them. 

We offered a free candle making kit and only targeted fans in the UK (our
main fan-base since shipping abroad can be very expensive). The overall conclusion
is that most of our audience sticks largely to Facebook but the other main social
media networks they use are Twitter, Pinterest and Google+. Pinterest was a bit of a
surprise to me and it’s certainly something we will take into account in future - in
retrospect it’s logical as a lot of creative people like Pinterest (if you haven’t seen it,
it’s a network based on making collections of photos you see online). Google+ was
even more surprising - I thought I was the only one who liked it! On average,
however, these three networks are used less than half as often as Facebook by this
group of customers so it’s clear where our main efforts must be directed for them.
The point is to look at which networks can complement our Facebook campaign.

I didn’t ask our fans about YouTube, primarily because most people don’t see
it as a social network. However Google (owners of YouTube) certainly does and
YouTube is second only to Facebook in user numbers. It also offers something
different to Facebook and, for some businesses, can be an extremely effective
channel for marketing. 

Finally, you could always create your own social network. Sound impossible?
I’m not suggesting you start building your version of Facebook but rather to set up
your own blog. Writing about your craft and your business attracts people searching
via Google and can be used to funnel them to either your Facebook page or website.

This might all seem like a lot to take on board but think of it like this. Your
ultimate aim is to sell your craft, and to do this you must bring your products and
likely buyers together. You’ll probably make the sales themselves from your own
website or by using the built-in storefronts offered by etsy, folksy, ebay, Amazon and
many others - so that is the final destination for your customers. One option is to
market your store from every form of social media but that’s time consuming and
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market your store from every form of social media but that’s time consuming and
difficult to keep coherent - it’s also very difficult to become proficient in multiple
networks without taking up valuable crafting time. 

The other option is to use Facebook as your marketing hub. So the aim of the
other forms of networking via, say, Twitter, Pinterest and your blog, is to drive
people to your Facebook page, acquire them as Fans and then market your shopfront
to them. If you wanted to fill a waterbutt using multiple watering cans, it makes
more sense to add a funnel - the watering cans are the other social networks and the
funnel is Facebook.

Facebook is the monster when it comes to social networks and that makes it
the obvious choice for building your social media marketing around. 

Twitter
Created at around the same time as Facebook, Twitter was conceived as a

“micro-blogging” site. The idea grew out of SMS messaging on phones so you have
only 140 characters to encapsulate a single thought into a tweet. This is then
launched into the world and anyone can see it - unlike with Facebook where you
have some control over who can see your updates. It’s therefore not suitable for
private tweets (although you can send direct messages to people who follow you).

By some counts, Twitter is the world’s second biggest social network overall
and, for some age ranges, it’s the biggest. Craft customers tend to be behind the
leading edge when it comes to social media and many go no further than Facebook.
However, if your customers are not crafters themselves but rather craft customers,
their profile might be somewhat different. Anita from Sayitwithbrownies.co.uk built
her marketing around Twitter because that’s where many of her customers are but
she uses it alongside an effective Facebook Page. She makes a perishable product
and, due to the nature of making trays at a time, will often have one or two packs of a
particular flavour left over after a day’s baking - Twitter and Facebook are ideal ways
to get the message out and offer her followers a discount. The proof is in the pudding
(!) - follow her at https://www.facebook.com/sayitwithbrownies to see how she does
it. Most spare brownies go within a couple of minutes of her posting on Facebook!

So, by combining two quite different social networks, Anita is able to
communicate with a larger audience. It’s important to point out, though, that she
posts differently to each - Twitter is largely used for personal news, observations and
for commenting on the posts of others whereas Facebook is more business-oriented.
But she still sells on both.

As with Facebook, Twitter involves you following other users and other users
following you. Since all tweets are public and searchable, following someone simply
means that you will see all their tweets - or at least that all their tweets will appear in
the Twitter equivalent of the Facebook timeline. Twitter is even more ephemeral
than Facebook and, once you’re following a few hundred people, any individual tweet
will only be visible for a very brief time. If you’re going to get into Twitter, then, I
recommend doing so by using a tool such as Tweetdeck
(https://tweetdeck.twitter.com) which allows you to create lists of users based on
whatever criteria you like. You might have a list of crafters, for example, a list of
personal friends and celebrities. I have lists for geeks, sports-people and business-
people. Personally, I simply wouldn’t be able to use the official Twitter client either
in the browser or on my smartphone.

My advice is to dip your toe in the water when you’ve got a spare five minutes.
Set up an account using your business name and then search for people to follow -
both crafters and anyone else you might be interested in. Some of these will

https://www.facebook.com/sayitwithbrownies
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both crafters and anyone else you might be interested in. Some of these will

automatically follow you back but I suggest pretty quickly adding some tweets so
they can see you’re a real account. What should you tweet about? The weather’s
always a good starting point! At this stage, simply relax and get used to the platform.
Invest 5 minutes every now and again to explore more and keep pumping out the
odd 140 character (or less) missive on anything that inspires you. I’ll cover how to
effectively manage your social media posting later in the book - for now just have a
little fun.

For most crafters, Twitter will play a supporting role to Facebook rather than
being the main social network but it’s so simple to use, it’s worth getting the ball
rolling now and then worrying about how the two will work together later.

Pinterest
The (relatively) new kid on the block, Pinterest is quite different to all the

other social networks in that it encourages its users to bring content from the
internet into the social network. The central concept is to collect virtual pinboards of
photos that interest you so, as you browse around, you can add images you see to
your pinboards for viewing later. Those boards that are made public can be searched
for and seen by everyone - the advantages of this for crafters ought to be obvious. 

You can use Pinterest in two main ways. Firstly, you can collate pinboards of
your most impressive craft creations - give the pinboard a name that will mean
searchers will easily find it and you have another source of traffic to your website.
You can also use Pinterest as a research tool to gain inspiration for your next project.

As with Twitter, Pinterest (for most craft businesses) is best seen as a support
to your Facebook marketing. There are only so many hours in the day and it’s easy to
become a social media collector and join up to all of them but Facebook should be
your number 1 priority. But again, as with Twitter, Pinterest is very easy to join and
use and needn’t eat into Facebook time significantly. Once you’ve set up your
account, your main activity is to add images you see while you’re browsing anyway.
It’s really barely any effort and it may well gain you additional traffic.

YouTube
Over a billion people use YouTube, making it almost as big a deal as

Facebook. It’s beyond the scope of this book to cover how to make a good quality
YouTube video (and, to be honest, if you’re not going to make a professional video,
it’s best to steer clear entirely) but craft “how-to” videos are incredibly popular. A
bog-standard “how to make a candle” video may be viewed tens of thousands of
times a year - each of those viewers being a potential new customer. 

Every craft has its own techniques and mysteries - by being generous with
sharing those techniques and demonstrating your expertise, you set yourself up as an
authority. Sure, someone may view the video with the intention of learning that
particular crochet style but, having seen you do it, they might just decide to buy one
direct from you and save themselves the bother (not that you should make it seem
harder than it really is!)

Many people have built entire careers around YouTube but, as with Twitter
and Pinterest, for most craft businesses it’s best seen as a supporter to Facebook. By
creating good quality videos, you can then share them on your main Facebook page
which drives customers to your website and YouTube channel. Yes, it’s certainly a
time consuming hassle to make a video (the best approach is to make several on the
same day so you only have to set up once) but that means your competitors probably
haven’t done it, opening a gap in the market for you to fill if you’re so inclined.
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Blogging
By setting up your own blog, you create another source of direct traffic to your

online shop and Facebook page. The easiest way of setting up a blog is via
WordPress.com - just go there, click the “Create Website” button and follow the
prompts, remembering to choose to make a blog rather than a business website.
Blogger.com is another option and even easier to use than WordPress, however it’s a
smaller player and, as its owner Google is infamous for shutting down projects with
little notice, less of a safe choice than WordPress.

The only downside with going via WordPress.com is that your blog is hosted
on their platform and its web address will include “wordpress.com”
(www.crazycrafter.wordpress.com for example). You can register your own domain
name (I recommend Heart Internet for this) and have it point to your blog or you can
tell WordPress to attach the domain name to it - this costs a small yearly fee. The
best option if you are even modestly confident with computers is to buy some web
space (again, Heart Internet is my recommendation in the UK) and have WordPress
installed there - most internet service providers have an automated script for setting
this up so you don’t have to do it yourself. This way, your domain points to space
you’re renting for yourself so you’re in control and it can also have a beneficial effect
when it comes to Google rankings.

However, don’t let the technology put you off - a WordPress.com hosted blog
is a thousand times better than no blog at all!

So, what do you write about? You have to keep one eye on the purpose of the
blog which is to send traffic to your Facebook page and/or shop. The vast majority of
traffic to your blog will come from Google searches so it makes sense to write articles
that will attract your potential customers. If you ran a business selling mosaic house
numbers, for example, tutorials showing how to do it would be a great choice as
would articles about how you come up with designs, reviews of materials and
stockists. Don’t feel as though you’re giving away your secrets - the fact is that most
people will never bother to buy the materials themselves. If they like the end results,
they’re much more likely to buy direct from you, the expert. How do they know
you’re the expert? Because you’ve just shown them in your article.

By creating informative blog posts, you get many of the benefits of YouTube
without the hassle of filming videos. All you have to do is create, say, a step by step
walkthough of the process containing photos taken at each step and then type them
into WordPress. Very simple and, furthermore, very effective in attracting traffic.
They also last indefinitely (unlike a tweet or, indeed, a Facebook status update)
attracting newcomers to your craft for, potentially, years to come.

Email and Facebook
As by far the biggest social network, Facebook is, for most craft businesses,

the right choice to concentrate this sort of marketing around. However, there is one
other form of online marketing we haven’t yet touched on and it’s by far the most
effective of the lot: your email list.

Now, before you roll your eyes and complain about spam, that’s absolutely not
what I’m talking about. The sort of mailing list I mean is the sort where recipients
enjoy receiving their emails and, believe it or not, in many cases look forward to
them. Each and every one of them joined the list because they wanted to and is
offered an unsubscribe option in every email.

I have been running businesses and marketing primarily online for over 15
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I have been running businesses and marketing primarily online for over 15

years and the mailing list is the single marketing technique that has survived the test
of time and is still as valuable today as it was back when we were using dial-up
modems and massive CRT monitors. If email marketing feels a bit too “internet” for
you, then think of it as a monthly newsletter service because that, largely, is exactly
what it is.

Facebook acts as the main pillar of your online marketing but it’s not an end
in itself - unless you plan to sell items individually on Facebook. A much better plan
is to see Facebook as the major source of prospective customers to your main website
or storefront. Think about watering a plant. You sprinkle water from your watering
can into the compost, some of which is absorbed by the plant’s roots. The rest drains
out of the bottom into a saucer, acting as a reservoir for the roots to draw more water
up as they need it. Without this reservoir, most of the water would go straight
through the compost and be lost into the ground.

In this metaphor, Facebook (and your other social marketing) is the watering
can pouring water (visitors) into the pot (your shop or ebay/etsy/folksy/Amazon
storefront). Much of it leaks through the pot and out of the bottom since, as I’ve said
earlier, the vast majority of visitors to your site won’t buy anything. An email list is
the saucer your pot sits in as it gives you the opportunity to stay in touch with the
customer and, by doing that, keep your business and products in their mind.

Email marketing works because visitors rarely buy on their first visit. Now,
you might imagine that if they intend to buy from you, they’ll come back later but we
all live busy lives and it can simply slip their mind. I set up a mailing list on one of
my businesses - all it did was remind people after a few days that they’d visited. This
mailing list became the cornerstone of that business, without it, the company
wouldn’t have made a profit.

At its most basic, email marketing involves only two things. Firstly
encouraging people to join the list and, secondly, sending an email to them every
now and again. At MakingYourOwnCandles.co.uk, we have around 5,000 people on
our list and we send an email, on average, only once a month. The power of the list is
that every email results in a big bump in sales both in the products featured in the
email and across the catalogue. Sometimes all it takes is to remind customers that
you exist! 

Hold on a minute - surely you can use Facebook to remind customers you
exist? Well, yes of course. The problem with Facebook is that only a tiny fraction of
your fans will get to see any particular update - perhaps as low as 10%. You can
increase this to nearer 100% by using Facebook advertising but this costs money and
it only applies to potential customers who use the platform. 

You can start email marketing for free using MailChimp and your email will
be seen by a much larger percentage of your audience than a non-promoted
Facebook update and covers people who don’t use that network. It’s therefore a free
way (until the list gets too big and you have to pay a small amount) to communicate
with all customers who use email - which is everyone, essentially.

Bringing it all together
To have a successful business, you need customers which means being where

your customers are. This includes Facebook (and, where appropriate, selected other
social networks) as well as in their inbox and, through your blog and
shop/storefront, you must be findable on Google. All of this marketing is about
getting customers to buy from you - it’s not purely about how many Facebook fans or
email subscribers you have, it’s about having the right people on those lists. Having
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email subscribers you have, it’s about having the right people on those lists. Having

1,000 crafting enthusiasts as Facebook fans is worth a whole lot more than 10,000
Jo Publics.

So, Facebook, other social media, your blog and mailing list exist to drive
buying customers to wherever you sell your products. They also serve to keep you in
your customers’ minds which gives you two opportunities. Firstly, they may well go
to your site immediately on being reminded of you by a Facebook update or email.
But they will hopefully come to consider you synonymous with your craft so, the next
time they decide they want a posh crocheted blanket for a new arrival in the family,
they think of you immediately.

The critical point to take from this is that none of these marketing channels
can work well in isolation, not even Facebook. Yes, there are some crafters who base
their marketing entirely around Facebook even to the extent of accepting orders that
way but that approach, in my view, is much more risky and difficult than using
Facebook as the core of your plan and then building in other, feeder, channels such
as blogs, Twitter and email. 

There’s also one other, very important, reason for not relying on one channel
exclusively. Whilst Facebook is not going to go bust or disappear in the near term,
they could easily change their policies. They’re extremely unlikely to chuck
businesses off the platform as that’s how they make their money but they could
introduce a new rule that has an impact on your business. Let’s say, for example, that
they decide to ask businesses to pay for their Page or to only allow businesses that
spend a certain amount on advertising per month? There’s no reason to think they
are planning this but basing the success of your enterprise on one single platform is
extremely dangerous. 

Start with Facebook and then build other channels around it - that’s the way
to long term secure success. Now, let’s get down to it.
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PART 2: GETTING SET UP
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Your Facebook Page
First things first - do not use your personal profile for business purposes.

Whilst showing a bit of personality in your posts is a good thing, it’s unlikely that
everything you’ve ever published in your personal Facebook account reflects well on
your business. By using a personal profile for business, you also compromise what
your Friends can post since this will all be shared with your commercial followers.
Personal profiles are for baby pictures, not for selling crafts. 

You could get around many of these disadvantages by setting up a second
personal profile in your business’s name but this both contravenes Facebook’s
policies (leading to the possibility of being shut down at some point) and means you
don’t get to benefit from any of Facebook’s business tools.

The same applies to Groups since they are intended for people to share a
common interest. It’s true that groups exist based around famous brands but they
are there for customers to talk about the products, not for the owner of the brand to
directly sell.

If you want to sell your craft on Facebook, whether you’re a formal business or
simply someone who wants to gently build something from scratch, you must set up
a Facebook Page for it. If you’ve already used a personal profile, you can convert it to
a business page by going to http://scrib.me/FBM_migrate 

Preparing to create your Facebook Page
Before you get started, you need to have a profile photo and cover image for

your business page. The profile photo should be square in shape and would normally
be your logo or a photo of you as proprietor. 

The cover photo is a wonderful opportunity for you to promote yourself. If you
have graphical talent and the expertise to use, say, Photoshop to create a
professional cover image then by all means go ahead - the rest of us need help and
that comes in the form of canva.com which is an online graphics tool that specialises
in social media images. 

You’ll find complete instructions on how to use Canva to create a cover photo
in the Making Pictures chapter.

One final tip. The majority of Facebook users view the site on a mobile device
through an app. Because smartphone screens are a different shape to those of a
laptop or desktop (they’re held in portrait orientation rather than landscape),
Facebook not only squashes your cover photo a little but also crops it for display on
mobiles. This means that any text you add to your cover photo must be inset from
the right edge otherwise it will be cut off on a mobile. A good rule of thumb is to
make sure you leave a margin of around 20% on the right hand side but the best
approach is to make sure you test it on a smartphone once you’ve uploaded it and
then replace if it’s cropped wrongly.

Creating your Page
There’s no way to create a Page using the Facebook smartphone or tablet apps

so you need to use a laptop or desktop computer for this - once created, you’ll be able
to manage it using your mobile device. 

To start creating your Page, log into Facebook and look down the left hand
column to the Pages section. Click Create Page. If you don’t see that option, go to
www.facebook.com/pages/create - either way, you’ll see the Create a Page screen.
This contains a list of different types of Page - Local Business or Place; Company,
Organization or Institution; Brand or Product; Artist, Band or Public Figure;

http://scrib.me/FBM_migrate
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Organization or Institution; Brand or Product; Artist, Band or Public Figure;
Entertainment and Cause or Community. 

In practice, your choice boils down to Local Business or Place or Company,
Organization or Institution and which you choose depends on whether you want
customers to turn up to a physical location. If you don’t have a shop and don’t want
customers on your doorstep, then choose Company, Organization or Institution -
this will apply to the vast majority of crafters. Brand or Product is designed for
situations where a product is sold in multiple outlets or where the brand is the main
thing you want to promote - this is not going to be the case for a craft business.

Don’t worry too much at this stage because you can change the page type
later, but picking the correct one (almost always Company, Organization or
Institution) means you’ll be presented with the right options as you go through the
process. If you select Local Business or Place, you’ll immediately be asked to provide
your trading address and parking facilities.

The rest of this guide assumes you’ve chosen Company, Organization or
Institution. Click on it and you’ll be asked to Choose a category - click the dropdown
box and see if there’s a category that matches your business reasonably well. The
most likely categories for a craft business include Food/Beverages, Health/Beauty
and Retail and Consumer Merchandise but, for many of us, the best choice is simply
Small Business. Once you’ve selected that, you need to fill in the Company Name
box. For more established businesses this will be simple enough but if you’re just
starting out it’s critical to get this right. Once you get to 200 page likes, if you need to
change your page name, you’ll have to submit a change request to Facebook  - it
would be a terrible waste to build up a following only to have to abandon it because
you changed your mind about the business name.

Bear in mind that we’re not talking, necessarily, about the name printed on
your chequebook - “KG Turner Trading as Kev’s Crafts” for example. Go for the
name you wish to be known as - “Kev’s Crafts” in this case. Now click Get Started to
get the wheels turning.

You’ll now be asked to fill in four steps. Don’t agonise about these at present
as you can edit them later from within your newly created page - with a single
exception. Take a look at step 1 About. At the bottom you’re asked to pick a Facebook
web address for your page - as with your company name, it’s important to get this
right from the start as you can only ever change it once. You’ll notice that Facebook
asks for a unique name - this means unique across the whole of Facebook so it’s
possible your preferred choice won’t be available. 

This web address is very important as you’ll be able to direct customers to
www.facebook.com/[your page address] - in fact you can shorten it further to
www.fb.com/[your page address]. Type some placeholder text (eg “my page is about
this”) into the Tell people what your Page is about field and then your chosen web
address (usually either your page name or a shortened form of it) into the Enter an
address for your Page field. Then click Save Info. If your chosen web address has
already been taken, you’ll be asked to try again. Remember to click Save Info again -
once you choose an available address, you’ll be taken to step 2 where you can upload
your profile photo. As an example, our Facebook Page is at
www.fb.om/MakingYourOwnCandles - easy to remember!

Step 3 is to have Facebook add your Page to your list of favourites so you can
easily access it.

Finally, Step 4 involves telling Facebook who your target audience is. It’s at
this point you’ll feel very pleased to have conducted your research because it means
your Page will be seen by that audience in preference to others. I’m not convinced
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your Page will be seen by that audience in preference to others. I’m not convinced

Facebook actually makes very much effort to do their “best to put in front of the
people who matter to you most” since that would undermine their advertising but
the more they know about your audience the better.

Into Locations, you can enter those countries you ship to - at this stage, you
might want to stick to your home country. Just type it into the box - once you start
typing, Facebook will suggest what it thinks you mean. If you’re based in the UK, use
United Kingdom for example. Choose approximate age ranges and gender then,
under Interests, type in the sorts of things you expect your potential customers to
enjoy. As a craft business, you should begin with craft and then more specific words
that describe what you do - needlecraft for example. Facebook will present related
words below that you can choose to speed things up. Don’t worry too much about
this but keep going until you’re happy you’ve covered a reasonable spread of
interests that describe your customers well.

Click Save and Facebook will show you your newly created page. It’ll look
pretty bare at the moment so the first thing you’ll need to do is add your cover photo.
Do this by clicking the icon of a camera on the grey placeholder above your profile
photo - you can then select the cover image you created in Canva or some other tool.
Facebook encourages you to invite your friends to like your page but I recommend
fleshing it out a little before you do so - after all, you really want your friends to share
the page with their Facebook friends and those friends will only like it if it looks
worth following.

About You
Now that you have your profile and cover photos in place, it’s time to flesh out

your page. Begin by clicking the About link on your page which lists your Page Info -
some of this will have been filled in when you originally created it but gaps are
represented by the text in blue. Make your edits and then remember to click Save
Changes.

Begin with Start Info and click the Joined Facebook blue link. You can now
choose what sort of “start” you want to record - in most cases you’ll want to choose
Founded or Started. 

If you chose Company, Organization or Institution as your page type, you
should leave the Address blank since you don’t want people turning up at your
house. 

The Short Description field contains what you typed in during the creation
process. To edit it, hover your pointer on that line and click Edit.

Ignore Impressum as it has no relevance in UK law. 
The Long Description gives you more space to write about your page and

business.
Make the effort to fill out the remaining items, paying special attention to the

Product field where you get the opportunity to list what you make. Include an email
address if you want people to get in touch - it’s a good idea to set up a special address
just for Facebook.

Make absolutely certain that you include your website or storefront web
address under Website. 

Finally, click the Create Call-to-Action button which appears on your cover
photo. This allows you to choose a button with a message that encourages potential
customers to do something. If you have an online shop or storefront on etsy, folksy,
ebay, Amazon or any other platform, leave the button set to Shop Now and type the
web address of your shop into the Website field. If you have a separate mobile
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web address of your shop into the Website field. If you have a separate mobile

website (unlikely), then type its address into the bottom field. Click Next through the
next two pages and then click Create. You’ll now have a Shop Now button
prominently displayed on your Facebook page.

Congratulations - you now have the framework of your page in place. But
before you invite your mates to like the page, you need to flesh it out a little.
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Your First Page Posts
When you invite people to view your page, you hope they’ll also share it with

their friends so it’s important that they see more than just a blank canvas.
Fortunately, if you’re a Facebook user, you’re probably already familiar with how to
add status updates since it’s much the same for pages and personal profiles.

Here are some ideas for your initial posts.

Photos
We’ll cover this in more detail later but, right from the beginning, you should

accompany as many status updates as possible with photos or other images. There
are two, related, reasons for this. Firstly, posts with photos are much more
noticeable in the timelines of your page followers so they’re less likely to slip past
unread. Facebook, of course, knows this perfectly well and so it actively boosts posts
with images by showing the post to a greater percentage of your followers (we’ll also
cover why relatively few get to see your posts and what to do about it later).

Milestones
On your Facebook page timeline, click the Event, Milestone + button and

choose Milestone from the options. You can now add the date you founded your
business, or the date you attended your first craft fair or made your first finished
product. Milestones are an easy way to get started populating your timeline so add a
few now. Where possible, add a photo to each milestone - just bear in mind that the
milestone can’t be earlier than the founding date you specified when you set the page
up. If you need to change this date, you can do it under About and Start Info.

Status Updates
Make it a habit, right from the beginning, to document interesting things as

they happen. The arrival of new stock is cause for a status update (plus photo), as is
the setting up of your storefront, the launch of new products and, most importantly,
hints and tips. Providing useful information in your status updates is the best way to
get shared by your followers. When a follower shares you, some of their friends will
see the status update too and some of them will investigate your page.

Sharing is caring
When online, you’ll come across interesting content on other Facebook pages,

websites, Youtube and others. Some will have share buttons built in, but if not you
can simply share a link to them. To do this on a computer, click in your browser’s
web address bar and, if it doesn’t highlight, double click to select the whole address.
Now, right click and select copy (assuming you’re using a Windows PC) and a link to
the site is copied into the computer’s memory. When you add a new status update,
you can right click and select paste and the link will appear. After a few moments,
Facebook will generate a preview featuring an image from that page. If there is more
than one image available, you can use the right and left pointing arrows in the top
left corner of the photo to choose the one you want. You can now delete the web
address from your status update and write about why you found the link interesting.

Owners of Android tablets and smartphones (eg Samsung, HTC, Sony) can
share web addresses from their mobile browser. Go to the site you want to share, and
click the three vertical dots in the address bar. Then choose Share and select
Facebook from the list. Now, be careful - if you touch Post now, it’ll appear on your
personal timeline. Underneath Share to Facebook at the top of the screen, touch
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personal timeline. Underneath Share to Facebook at the top of the screen, touch
TAP TO CHANGE and select On your Page. Finally, choose your page from the list,
write something about it and touch Post.

That should be enough to get you started. I recommend adding at least three
posts a day (most of which should include photos) for three days before opening your
doors to the world. This is enough so that when a potential follower visits your Page,
it’ll look fully populated with content and, hopefully, worth a like. 

When you’re ready, start inviting your Facebook friends to like the Page.
Facebook helpfully lists your friends at the top left of the Page (on a computer, the
mobile app doesn’t offer this option) with a big Invite button next to each. You
should also add a status update to your personal timeline asking for likes. To do this,
click the three horizontal dots next to the Message button that appears beneath your
cover photo. Select Share, write a message and click Share Page. If nothing else, this
will show you who your friends really are!

That’s the seed of a profitable Facebook Page planted - it’s now time to look at
how you can nurture it in the coming weeks and months.

What to Post
If you’ve used Facebook for personal purposes, then adding status updates

and photos may be pretty familiar to you. However, there are a couple of important
differences. Firstly, whilst it’s definitely a good thing to add a little personality to
your business updates - especially for crafters - you must be careful not to come
across as unprofessional, immature or offensive. Remember that the real purpose of
your page is to generate sales and the biggest barrier to this for companies that trade
online is trust. Customers need to feel that when they place an order with you,
whether they pay for it online or in person, they can trust you to deliver it and to take
care of their personal details in a professional manner. 

For example, let’s say it’s election day. On your personal timeline, it’s
absolutely fine to say “I’m off to vote [insert political party here], you should too
because…”. This is because your friends know you and they accept that different
people have different beliefs. It is NOT okay to say the same thing on your business
page. Instead, you could say “I’m off to vote!”. This tells your followers a little about
you without feeling unprofessional.

Most of your updates will relate to your business, here’s a list of things you
should not post:

● Anything that might be considered offensive by most people (see above)
● Text updates that are too long - people get bored really quickly!
● Posts containing spelling mistakes or grammatical errors. Keeping your

language simple makes your posts easier to digest for your followers and
reduces the chances of dropping a clanger.

● Posts that have no relevance at all either to you or your business - even if
they are generally funny!

And also…
● Don’t ignore comments made on your posts.

Bear in mind that the two most common reasons for people disliking a
Facebook Page are boring posts and too many updates.

***
A good business Page will have a mix of text and photo/video updates. Most
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A good business Page will have a mix of text and photo/video updates. Most

posts should be of original content but it’s fine to include the occasional share from
another source whether on Facebook or from the wider web - particularly if you’ve
found it yourself (rather than simply resharing what appears on your timeline).

***

The secrets of Facebook
The average Facebook user has 200 friends and follows up to 10 business

pages so, if Facebook simply showed everything that all those friends and pages
posted, your timeline would be swamped and you’d barely know where to look. So,
Facebook uses a complex algorithm to work out which specific posts to show on the
timelines of particular users. As a business page owner, you need to work with,
rather than against, this algorithm and, whilst the detail of how it works is top secret
and ever changing, there are some general rules that will help you decide what and
how to post.

In a nutshell, here’s what Facebook takes into account:

1. Facebook prefers videos and photos to plain text updates

2. The more interactions a post has, the more widely it will be seen.
“Interactions” includes likes, comments and shares. Also, the more a user
likes your posts, the more they will see of your future posts

3. The types of posts a particular user interacts with affects their chances of
seeing similar posts in future. In other words, if they tend to like photos
more than, say, videos, they will see more photos

4. A user is more likely to see subsequent posts from you if they click an ad
associated with your update. These aren’t your ads, but those that appear
in the right hand column, in the desktop client, or in the stream on mobile

5. Facebook takes into account what sort of device they’re using and whether
it’s operating over wifi or mobile data

6. The newer the post, the more likely it is to appear in newsfeeds

7. Negative feedback, “hides” and complaints reduce the likelihood of a
particular post being more widely seen

What should you post?

Most of your posts should fall under one of the following headings:

Insights - The Public Relations Society of America examined how top
corporations and charities use Facebook to “cultivate” relationships with their
followers. It concluded that the single most powerful status updates, overall, were
those that gave a behind-the-scenes look at the company. Marry that with the edge
given to photos and videos and a good strategy is to post photos of the company at
work.
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Why does this work? Partly because people are nosey, partly because photos
and videos of this sort make a real-world connection (you’re clearly real people
working in a real company) which is comforting but also, by their nature, these sorts
of posts are unique to you and not rehashes of internet tropes.

Invitations to interact - the PRSA also discovered that posts that
demonstrated a keenness to interact with followers (and for those followers to
interact with each other) did well. This could include polls, quizzes, requests for help
and competitions. If your company makes something, then encourage followers to
post photos of them using the product/service which you can then share with the
page followers.

Positivity and Belonging - Organisations that demonstrated, through their
posts, that they shared the interests and values of their followers got more
engagement and reached a bigger proportion of their audience. The more positively
they represented and reflected the community, the better. An equestrian centre
might be reasonably expected to have a point of view on the welfare of horses, for
example.

Above all, however, don’t saturate your users’ news feeds with sales messages!
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15 ideas for updates
Always keep in mind that the ultimate point of all your Facebook work is to

sell your craft products. However, that is the end of the process and going for the
jugular in your text updates is likely to very quickly turn off your followers.
Remember AIDA? Action is the final A, Attention is the first. So, your initial job is to
be noticed by your potential customers - even if Facebook deigns to show your
update on a particular follower’s timeline in the first place.

Given that Facebook prefers images and videos to plain text updates, you
should look for an opportunity to include them wherever humanly possible. This
does make the process of composing updates longer but it’s more effective to post
fewer updates with photos or videos attached than a larger number of plain text
updates. Remember, this is about jumping the first hurdle - having Facebook decide
to show your update on a greater percentage of your followers’ pages. By adding a
photo, graphic or video more followers will see it, all other things being equal.

Once a post has been seen (the Attention part of AIDA), Facebook notes
whether it has been interacted with in the form of likes, shares or comments since
that indicates Interest. If a post attracts interaction, Facebook is more likely to show
it to other followers of your page who otherwise wouldn’t have seen it.

This is critical to your success on Facebook so I’m going to repeat myself:

***
If the followers who do see your post comment on it, share it or click like,

Facebook will show it to other followers who wouldn’t otherwise have seen it.
***

Your task, then, is to come up with posts that Facebook will show to the
maximum number of followers and that encourage interaction so that more
followers get to see them - the more comments, likes and shares, the more fans see
them. Sharing is the most powerful because, in that case, a follower is actively
deciding that his or her friends would like to see it. Facebook sees commenting as the
second most important form of interaction because it indicates that the commenter
is engaged enough to bother to write something. The like is the least effective
because it’s just a single click - but a like is still much better than no interaction at
all.

The standard template for your posts is, therefore, a text update with an
image or video attached. Not all posts will follow this format, of course, but the
majority should if you want them to be seen by the largest number of followers
without paying for unnecessary advertising. We’ll cover how to find or create images
later (it’s easy) - for now just concentrate on the principle.

Post type 1: Behind-the-scenes
People who buy crafts are fascinated by how they’re made - and also by the

people that make them. Many purchasers fantasise about having their own craft
business (congratulations, by the way, on being amongst the few with the “get up and
go” to turn that fantasy into reality, you’re already way ahead of the game) and so
they’re interested to see how that looks in reality. Naturally, you’re not necessarily
going to show them the reality of making candles in your slippers and dressing gown
(this isn’t that sort of Facebook page!) but neither are you going to pretend to be
something you’re not. Presenting the right image of your business and craft is like
slapping on some makeup - it’s a case of putting your best foot forward.

For example, let’s say you’re a potter and you decide to try a new glazing
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For example, let’s say you’re a potter and you decide to try a new glazing
technique - this is the ideal opportunity to take a photo of you doing it. You’re not
providing a tip or tutorial here, just a glance behind the scenes at what you’re doing.
This sort of post is both interesting in itself but it also promotes your image as an
expert in your field (whether you feel you are or not - most crafters have a healthy
modesty when it comes to how much of their craft they’ve actually mastered.)

On our page (www.fb.com/MakingYourOwnCandles), we often share photos
of our candle making experiments. These usually feature new products (glassware,
waxes, dyes or scents) we’re testing but there’s never any overt selling since the
products aren’t, at that point, available to buy. However, by giving this sort of sneak
peek, we’re creating a little anticipation amongst our more enthusiastic followers and
generating interest in others. We tend to get a lot of likes and the occasional
comment on posts like these.

We also post photos when unusually large wax deliveries arrive - it’s quite a
spectacular sight. But we never pretend to be something we’re not. We operate our
business out of a workshop converted from a standard (if quite long) garage, not a
swanky studio or industrial unit and this is reflected in the photos we take and the
text descriptions that go with them

Post Type 2: Inspiration
This is easy - when you see something that inspires you in any way, take a

photo of it and post it to your page. Often this will be directly craft related; perhaps a
product made by another crafter or particular colours that you want to incorporate in
your next project. 

However, you can also be inspired by simple things such as the first daffodil
you come across, a trip to the beach or a theatre experience. In each case, do your
best, in the text part of the update, to link the inspiration to your craft in some way.
That might be the bright yellow of the daffs; the shapes of seashells or the clothes
worn by the actors in the musical you saw. 

By having a link with the business, however tenuous, in as many posts as
possible, you help create a theme for your page. Being consistent in your theme
means that followers know what to expect when they catch sight of a status update
from you. You want them to feel immediately interested enough to read on so if they
are interested in your craft (and, to be potential customers, they usually will be), they
know they’re going to get an upbeat, interesting post if they pay attention. 

Post type 3: Ideas
Crafters, in particular, love in-depth tips to help them in their hobby. We’ve

all experienced looking at a craft object and been puzzled and fascinated by how it
was made - this is part of the popularity of hand-made items. By giving followers an
insight into the techniques you use to achieve a certain effect, you’re both helping
introduce them to your craft and also establishing your reputation as an expert.

Don’t worry about giving away the secrets of your craft - there are no secrets.
You learned from someone else (even if you’ve invented your own techniques, they’ll
be based on earlier ones) so it’s all part of the ethos of crafting that you pass them
on. At the end of the day, the single thing that differentiates you, as someone
running a business based on making things, and your followers is that you actually
make the things! The fact is that the vast majority of followers who read your post
will be interested enough to engage with it but won’t actually get their knitting
needles out and try it, let alone set up a competing business. So, unless you have a
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needles out and try it, let alone set up a competing business. So, unless you have a

patent-pending secret of the craft, share and share again.
And always include an illustrative photo, video or graphic!

Post type 4: Problems
As with ideas, you can help other crafters solve typical problems in their

hobby. When we learn a new craft, it comes with its own set of challenges and, in
particular, gotchas that beginners tend to trip over. By warning newcomers (and
most of your followers will probably be new to the craft) in advance, they’re able to
sidestep these issues and get further quicker.

For example, tunneling is a common problem for new candle makers. This is
where the wick burns straight down the centre of a pillar candle leaving the outer
edges unmelted. Generally speaking, this is due to the wrong wick being used so a
straightforward guide to working out which to use in any particular circumstance is
very useful.

Post type 5: Tutorials
As well as concise tips, you can also present complete tutorials on your craft

or aspects of it. By choosing a relatively simple aspect of the craft, something that
beginners can tackle, you keep the tutorial short and simple to follow - as well as
ensuring it’s relevant to the majority of your audience. 

Video is the perfect medium for this type of post but downloadable
instructions are even better. Create a simple instruction sheet (with photos) in your
word processor (Google Docs is free) and save the sheet as a PDF format file then
attach it to your post. Introduce the instructions in the text part of the post and,
perhaps, give the first paragraph, ending it with three dots … (also called an
“ellipsis”) to indicate that the rest of the steps will be found in the attachment.

By branding up your instruction sheet, you end up creating something that
will sit around, either on their tablet or printed out, rather than simply whizzing by
when they’re scrolling through their Facebook timeline. They may even hand on your
instructions to someone else.

We’ve had a lot of success with our tutorial videos, all of which were filmed in
our kitchen using cheap equipment (top tip - sound quality is more important than
the resolution you film at. I always use a lapel microphone to eliminate echoes). We
spent only a few days filming and editing them, and we know for a fact that they
generate sales because customers tell us (without prompting).

Post type 6: Your product in their hands
There are few forms of social proof more powerful than seeing a product in

the hands of a Facebook friend. By encouraging your fans to share photos of
themselves with your product (or, if you sell craft supplies with the results of using
your product), their Facebook friends (who might never have heard of your page) get
a personal recommendation. Making the connection between Facebook users, your
product and people they know is a very powerful form of marketing and helps get
over the trust barrier when it comes to placing an order - after all, if their friend
thinks you’re worth doing business with, why not them?

Post type 7: new products
Perhaps the most obvious status update for a business, you nevertheless must

handle product releases carefully. Facebook users are unlikely to follow you if they
see that you only post when you have a new product to launch. Most of us don’t
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see that you only post when you have a new product to launch. Most of us don’t

launch products daily or even weekly so only bothering with Facebook when your
latest masterpiece is ready will result in a very poorly populated page.

However, assuming that you post regularly on other topics, the occasional
product launch will be welcomed by your followers - and may even garner the
occasional share. 

If you make items to order, your product is any new variation on the products
you offer. For example, for a soap maker, you might introduce a new line based on a
particular ingredient or use for the soap (bathtime, for example). For sewn cushions,
it would be a new design. For us, on the other hand, new products mean new kits or
materials.

Keep new product posts to a minimum and, when you do launch, make the
most of it by including sumptuous photos and compelling words. And if you’re going
to spend money on Facebook advertising (see later), this is the sort of post to
promote.

Post type 8: Competitions
If you want a guaranteed way to generate interest, run a competition.

Naturally, the prize must be something your fans will feel worth the effort of entering
- in other words, the more they have to do in order to qualify for the competition, the
better the prize must be. You might imagine that this means you should always opt
for the most basic competitions - for example those that ask for nothing more than a
page like or simple comment - but a more involved competition, by its nature, means
your fans are engaging with your page for longer. 

Let’s say you decide to run a quiz where the answers to the questions are
found on specific pages of your shop or within your Facebook page. Not only does
this involve more work for you since you have to find a way for fans to answer the
question without giving it away to everyone else (they can’t do it in the comments,
for example) but the entrant must also make a bigger effort to gather the
information. The prize, therefore, must be worth it. The benefit for you, as the page
owner, is twofold - firstly the fan has spent time on your site looking for answers to
the clues, time that might lead to a sale later. The second benefit is a little more
subtle. Subconsciously, human beings are conditioned to expect reward to be
proportional to the effort involved so fans tend to perceive the prize in a simple like
draw as being worth less than one they’d have to work harder for. Balanced against
this is the likelihood of winning - fans will not work hard if they feel they have a very
small chance.

The most successful competition we ran required our fans to find a specific
word on 10 pages of our website. We had a very big response and a lot of engagement
with the post, including a number of precious shares. The reason it was so successful
was because we gave away a free candle making kit to everyone who got all the
answers right (when put together, the words formed a sentence). Now, that might
seem like a ruinously expensive way of getting a little interest in a Facebook post but
the free kit was low cost to us and was given in the form of a discount voucher so the
winners visited our site, added the kit to their basket and then used the coupon code
to reduce the cost to zero. In the vast majority of cases, they added something else
since, by getting them onto the site, we were able to promote our special offers and
upgrades to them. So, overall, the promotion made a direct profit and increased our
Facebook following and the engagement of our fans.

You must be careful with competitions, however. Facebook has specific and
strict rules on how you can run them - for example you must not make sharing the
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strict rules on how you can run them - for example you must not make sharing the

post a condition of entry since Facebook only wants users to share what they want to
share, they don’t want users’ timelines filled with competition entries. I’ll cover this
in detail in the section on competitions later - for now, I suggest checking out how
the pages you follow handle them and see if you can come up with some ideas.

Post type 9: Offers
Facebook allows business pages to run special offers but these work best for

face-to-face selling rather than with your online shop/storefront (although, with
some jiggery-pokery, you can use it for that purpose). Click the Offer/Event + button
on your business page and choose Offer. Fill in the details and, when the follower
clicks the Get Offer button, Facebook will send an email to them which they then
show to you when they want to redeem it.

Offers are ideal if you’re appearing at a craft fair and want to drum up
interest. Create the offer a week ahead and promote it to your local followers - you
only have to give a 10% discount and most people are happy. Talking of promoting,
whilst the offer function is completely free, Facebook really wants you to pay to
promote it to your followers and, if you want them all to see it, you’re going to have
to do this. However, you can target your promotions at people living in a certain area
so if your event is local, you would only pay for people in that area to see it.

Post type 10: Knowing your audience
If you know your audience, you know what sorts of posts will interest and

engage them. You can use this to choose posts that aren’t directly relevant to your
business but which a good percentage of your audience might enjoy. For example, if
you follow a particular TV series, comments about the latest episode add interest and
humanity. Don’t overdo it or you’ll cross the line between being a real human being
and coming across as amateurish and focused more on telly than your business!

At www.fb.com/makingyourowncandles, we also post updates on the charities
we support. Primarily, we focus on helping women in the third world to start up a
business by contributing micro-loans to Kiva.org - we therefore share a picture of the
loan recipient when we’ve chosen someone new to support. We’re careful not to
come across as preachy because this is just sharing good news and giving followers
an insight into the humans behind the business. It also makes people feel good about
supporting us because, by doing so, they’re helping people they can identify with.

As I’ve said before, I don’t recommend sharing anything controversial -
politics for example should be avoided as a topic. Done well, however, you’re able to
create a sense of the personality in your enterprise by revealing, carefully, what
motivates you.

Post type 11: Share and share alike
If you find something online that might interest your audience, whether that’s

from a website or another Facebook page, then, by all means, share it on your page.
Bear in mind, however, that if your followers click the link, they’re leaving your page
- this is not what you want!

Used sparingly, however, sharing interesting content from other sources can
generate comments and likes, keeping a page ticking along. To share a post from
another page, use the share button beneath the post and make sure you click where
it says on your own Timeline and select on a Page you manage, then choose the
page. If you don’t do this, you’ll be sharing to your personal timeline rather than your
page.

http://www.fb.com/makingyourowncandles
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How to share a link
To share from a website or similar, firstly look for a Facebook button on the

web page. Click it, but only use it if it offers the option to select a Page to post it on -
many of these share buttons only allow posting to personal timelines.  If there’s no
button or it doesn’t allow sharing to a page, simply highlight the web address in the
browser (in Chrome, all you do is click anywhere in the address and it’ll highlight)
and copy it. On Windows, you can do this by right clicking and selecting Copy or
holding down the Ctrl key and pressing c. On Mac, it’s Cmd c. You can also achieve
this on Android smartphones and tablets by touching the web address, highlighting
the whole line and selecting the copy icon.

Now that you have the web address copied into the computer’s memory, go to
your Facebook Page, create a new status update, click in the text area and paste the
link. On Windows, right click and select Paste or use the keyboard shortcut Ctrl v
(Cmd v on Mac). On Android smartphone, press down on the status update and wait
for a Paste prompt to appear.

Post type 12: Questions
As distinct from competitions, questions are just that - ask something that will

pique the interest of your followers. They can be as simple and generic as “what’s
your favourite colour?” or “do you think the weather will be good this weekend?” or,
ideally, related to your business - “what’s your favourite fragrance?” or “how much
did your last decorative candle cost and where did you get it from?”.

The simpler the question, the more responses you’ll get but the less true
engagement. If your follower can rattle off an answer in a couple of seconds, they’re
not actually thinking about you or your business at all, they’re just answering a trivial
question. The more you make them think, the more engaged they are and the more
they notice you. This means they’re more likely to comment in depth, like and share
the post and they’re more likely to actually bring your product to the forefront of
their mind and consider visiting your shop. 

Post type 13: Events
Facebook Pages can hold Events - these not only help publicise a forthcoming

event to your followers but will also give you some indication of how many people
will turn up! In fact, whilst they’re designed for promoting real-world events such as
craft fairs, markets and exhibitions, there’s no reason at all why you shouldn’t use
them for online events. I’d be reluctant to set up an event for each sale on our shop,
let alone each special offer, but once or twice a year there’s no harm in it - perhaps
once in the lead up to Christmas and one for the big January sale (which, in the real
world, would, after all, be a true event). 

To add one, click the Offer, Event + button and select Event, then fill in the
details. As with Offers you could set up a web page to give further details and for
them to print out and bring, say, a coupon code or entry ticket. 

Post type 14: Blog posts
If you’ve taken the time and trouble to set up a blog, you should always share

each and every new post with your Facebook Page followers. This is easily done
because most blogs have very good sharing buttons but you could also simply cut and
paste the link into your status update.

Don’t worry that you’re over promoting your blog entries - the chances are
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Don’t worry that you’re over promoting your blog entries - the chances are

that the vast majority of your audience won’t know you’ve written an article unless
you tell them on Facebook. If it’s well targeted and interesting, they’ll be grateful you
did and might even share it with their friends.

Post type 15: Sales and promotions
Finally, we arrive at the real point of having a Facebook Page. Remember, in

the end it’s all about driving buying customers to your online shop, storefront or to
buy directly from you. Everyone loves a bargain and so coming up with a compelling
offer and publicising it on Facebook ought to be a winner each time.

However, promoting special offers on Facebook only works if you have a
sizable following that’s representative of your target audience and that pays
attention to your posts. All the other post types in this list help to increase the
number of Page followers of the right type and helps ensure that a reasonable
percentage of them get to see your updates. This means that when you run the
occasional special offer, it’ll have a greater impact (without spending money on
advertising) than would have been the case if you hadn’t built up a big, engaged,
following. In practice, the environment of today’s Facebook means that if you want
to expose your promotional offer to all your followers, you will have to pay for
advertising but it will cost you much less and be much more effective if you’ve
cultivated the right sort of following by posting regular, engaging, updates over a
period of time. As I mentioned earlier, my default budget is £3.50 and this gets my
promotional post in front of all my followers and many of their friends - the rest is up
to how compelling the offer is.

Being Human
And finally, remember that these posts will get the ball rolling - it’s up to you

to keep it going. If you’ve posted an interesting update, you’ll get comments and it’s
essential that you respond to them and enter into a conversation. Human beings are
social animals (otherwise, we wouldn’t use Facebook!) and we like to feel as though
we belong to groups of like-minded individuals - especially if those groups are just a
little exclusive or unusual. Facebook users who are interested in a particular craft
may be the only member of their “real world” network who actually practice that
craft so the online world is somewhere they can share tips and feel as though they
belong. The more human you can make your page, without coming across as
amateurish, the more welcome they feel and the more likely they are to join and
become active members of your community.

One thing to bear in mind is that Facebook allows you to use it in more than
one guise - you can be yourself or you can post as your page. So, in my case, I can be
identified as Kevin Partner, if I wish, or as MakingYourOwnCandles. In most cases,
you’ll want the best of both worlds - the personal touch of having your name
associated with your posts whilst also having the official seal of your business name.
The simplest way to achieve this is to post as your business but to append each post
with your name or a shortened version of it. For example, I use
MakingYourOwnCandles (as does my wife - all Page admins can post as the page)
but identify all my posts with ^kev at the end so followers know which human being
created it. The ^ symbol is above the 6 on on UK keyboard, by the way.

When it comes to responding to comments, on the other hand, you might
choose to respond personally - it all depends on the nature of your business and
customers. 

On a computer, you can choose a persona by clicking the downward pointing
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On a computer, you can choose a persona by clicking the downward pointing

triangle at the top right and selecting from the list under Use Facebook as. You will
be taken straight to your page but can navigate anywhere in Facebook from here. If
you’re going to like and/or share other pages, it’s best to do this when using
Facebook as your Page as that means the other page owner might follow you back -
something they can’t do if you like them using your personal profile. 

To choose a persona on a smartphone or tablet, you’ll need to download the
separate Pages Manager app. This is an official Facebook product and makes
managing your Page on your mobile device much simpler - it also logs you into
Facebook as your Page automatically.
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Making Pictures
I’ve banged on enough about adding interesting graphics or photos to as many

status updates as possible - I hope you’re convinced. This is all very well but creating
images involves photographic and design talent and whilst, as a crafter, you’re
naturally going to be a creative person, you might not be keen on spending your
limited time developing design skills. The good news is that you don’t have to - there
are plenty of services out there to help you, most of them free to use.

Canva
Launched in 2014, canva.com is an entirely online service that helps you

create great social media and print graphics. Canva uses a series of pre-sized
templates suitable for various purposes and, in our case, we’re mainly interested in
those that relate to Facebook. These include the Cover Photo and Facebook Post
templates.

To get started, pop along to canva.com and sign up using your Facebook
account by clicking Connect with Facebook button. This does nothing more than
save you the hassle of having to fill forms in - you won’t be posting directly from
Canva to Facebook.

To create a striking cover photo, choose the Facebook Cover template. You’ll
see a list of premade designs running down the left hand side of the page. Canva has
a slightly odd pricing model but it’s perfectly possible to get good results for free.
Look down the list and you’ll see some of the templates are badged with the word
“FREE” and it’s safe to choose any of these. The others will cost - for the layout itself,
the graphics it contains or both. It’s a little disappointing that the cost isn’t shown in
the same location as the FREE badge but you can find out how much it would be by
clicking the layout and immediately clicking the Download button and choosing
Image as the download type. Even for the premium layouts, it’s only a few dollars
which is well worth it for a top quality graphic.

But let’s start with a free one. Find a layout you like that has the badge in the
bottom right corner and click it. This layout is now applied to your working area -
you can now change anything you like. In most cases, I like to replace the
background photo with one of my own - perhaps a product shot or an image from a
library (see more on this below). To do this, you select UPLOADS on the left and you
can then choose the Upload your own images option to select from your computer.
If you signed up to Canva using your Facebook account, you’ll also be able to select
photos from there but, unfortunately, only those uploaded to your personal timeline. 

If you’ve uploaded from your computer, the file will appear under the Uploads
button and all you need to do now is drag it from there and onto your template - it’ll
fill the area.

You’ll now need to change the text and that’s achieved by double clicking it. A
toolbar appears which you can use to change the typeface, size and other features -
you can even delete the whole block if you want. Once you’ve made the changes, you
then click Download, choosing As an image and the file is placed in the Downloads
folder of your computer. 

There’s more to Canva than this but it is very easy to use, it’s one of those
tools that you can learn to use as you use it, without needing any additional help. By
choosing the right template, you’ll output a professional looking graphic of the right
size for the purpose so you don’t have to worry about it at all.

Once downloaded, these designs are just .jpg graphics like photos and can be
uploaded the same way into Facebook.
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Pixabay
Finding photos for your site can be a challenge as you must not only find the

right image but also you must be sure you have the rights to use it. The simplest way
to achieve this is to look for photos on www.pixabay.com - a service specifically set
up to allow photographers and designers to share their own images. 

To search for an image, go to Pixabay and enter your keywords. This will
usually bring up a large range of photos but you should ignore those in the top row as
these are provided by the site’s sponsor ShutterStock and you would have to pay for
those. Once you’ve found one you like, click it and download it at an appropriate size
(as a guide, the longer side should be at least 1,000 pixels). You can now import it
directly into Facebook or edit it to suit your purpose.

If you can’t find a suitable image then you can check out flickr.com since some
of the images on that site are copyright free. You’ll need a free Yahoo account to sign
into flickr but once that’s set up you can search the entire database. Type your
keywords into the Search box then, once the results come up, click the Advanced
option. Look for the words Any license and change it to Commercial use allowed.
You can now use any of the photos shown but you’ll need to check whether there are
any conditions attached such as crediting the photographer.

Finally, it’s sometimes worth simply paying for the right image. I use the
Fotolia service (en.fotolia.com) on a pay-per-use basis. Since their pricing depends
mainly on the size of the image (and social media images don’t need to be big) I
usually pay no more than £1-£2 per image and can then use it pretty much as I wish.
I also use Fotolia for some of the illustrative images on our site including the photos
we use for our candle making fragrances.

Pixlr
You’ll sometimes need to edit an image you’ve found online - for example to

crop it (the equivalent of cutting out a part of the image) or add text to the image.
Pixlr has two online products (both free) that can help with this. For the most basic
edits, including crops, or to apply a nice effect, choose Pixlr Express -
http://apps.pixlr.com/express/. To use it, upload your photo and experiment with
the options is offers, just bear in mind that once you’ve added an effect or, say, a
block of text, you can’t then edit it - you’d have to undo it completely and start again.

For most purposes, the more sophisticated Pixlr Editor is the better choice.
Found at http://apps.pixlr.com/editor/ , Pixlr Editor contains most of the tools you
might need to edit your photos from within your browser. Resizing is very simple
(you’ll often have a photo that is too big for convenient use on Facebook) and you
can add text to create, say, a quotation, which is then editable so you can correct any
typos.

Quotescover.com
If quotes are your thing and you’d rather not simply share someone else’s,

head over to quotescover.com. You can search amongst their extensive array of
famous quotes or type your own. You then choose a format (the top one is best for
Facebook) and the text is rendered onto a plain canvas. Upload a photo or graphic
you own and it’ll be applied as the background. You can then add a blur effect and
drop back the photo a bit so the text is nice and clear. Once this is done, you can
download the finished image and upload it to Facebook, all without charge. There’s
really no longer an excuse for not sharing your pearls of wisdom with your followers!

http://www.pixabay.com
http://apps.pixlr.com/express/
http://apps.pixlr.com/editor/
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Moving Pictures
A quick note on video production. Video is a great idea for offering tutorials to

your followers but this, a book on Facebook, is not the place to go into depth on this.
Suffice it to say that you don’t need expensive hardware or a complicated software
program to create good quality videos. Your smartphone is perfectly capable of
capturing decent video, just make sure the sound quality is good enough by being
close to the camera and not using an echoey room. 

Upload the entire video, fluffs and all, to YouTube and you can then edit it
using its built-in software to remove all the mistakes and add titles and captions. You
then publish it on YouTube and share the link on Facebook. Sounds simple and, to
be honest, it’s not rocket science but you’ll get better the more you make so why not
give it a go?

Taking your own photos
Much of the time, the photos you’ll be sharing will be those you’ve taken

yourself. For most purposes, a decent smartphone camera is perfectly adequate, as
long as you remember the following golden rules:

1. Light: All cameras work best where there’s plenty of light and this is
especially true of the tiny sensors in smartphones. If it’s too dim, your
photo might look ok on the phone display but when you upload it to
Facebook, it could look grainy or blurry. Pretty obviously, the answer is to
increase the light level and the very best way is to shoot your photos in
diffused daylight - in other words the sort of daylight you’d get on a bright
day with light clouds. You don’t have to wait for the perfect weather,
though, just try to take the photo in a location where light levels are high
but there are no strong shadows. 

2. Grip: Keep your camera as steady as possible when taking the shot. This
can be tricky with the massive glass displays of smartphones so you need
to grip the phone around the outside whilst making sure the button used
for taking the shot is easily accessible. You can even get little tripods that
work for phones but, to be honest, if you’re considering that you might as
well get a compact camera as you’ll get better results from its larger sensor
and superior lens (the Canon IXUS 265 HS is a good, reasonably priced,
choice). Indeed, if you’re going to be taking a lot of photos, a good quality
compact is a great idea - especially one that enables you to move the
photos into your phone for sharing with Facebook.

3. Landscape: unless you have a very good reason, most photos should be
shot in landscape with the longer edges on the top and bottom like a
landscape painting (as opposed to like a portrait painting with the longer
edges down each side). This works best on computers - all computer
screens are landscape oriented - but looks fine on a smartphone. 

4. Quality: if you’re shooting on a camera, you’ll be able to choose what level
of quality you want the photo to be saved at. Always choose the maximum
level - there’s no point going to the trouble of taking a great photo in good
light only to lose that detail when it’s saved.

5. Composition: for social media sharing, it’s generally best to have the
subject of the photo in a natural setting rather than trying to set it up like a
studio shot. Social media is meant to be a relaxed, informal, environment
so staged photos often feel out of place. Having said that, this doesn’t
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5.

so staged photos often feel out of place. Having said that, this doesn’t

mean you should photograph your new soap product in a filthy bathroom
littered with bath toys! It’s a matter of treading the line between
something realistic enough to feel authentic whilst remaining professional.
Think about how you set up the photo. As a very general rule of thumb,
you should position the main object so that it sits within one third of the
frame rather than being dead centre. This is, not surprisingly, called the
“rule of thirds” and, once you know about it, you’ll see it everywhere.
Watch a TV documentary and you’ll notice that when the presenter is
talking to camera they will almost always be in the right or left third of the
frame. This only works if the background isn’t so busy that it would catch
the attention of the viewer but then, in any case, you want a neutral
background so the object of the photo takes the spotlight.

Once the photo is taken, you can either share it instantly on Facebook or edit
it. I have all my photos automatically upload themselves to Google’s Photos app.
Once they’re up in the cloud, I can then apply simple effects or crop the images to get
exactly the photo I want. I then download them and post them to Facebook. By
uploading them to the cloud (whether that’s Google Drive, as in this case, Dropbox or
any other similar service), you can access the photos on any of your devices. So, you
can take the photo on your phone and edit it on your tablet or laptop before sharing
it. You also have a permanent copy of the photo in your cloud service, in case you
need it again.
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PART 3: GROWING ON FACEBOOK
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Introduction
Your page has been built and you now know how to go about posting updates

to give it some life. Now you need to encourage people to follow you but it’s really
important to remember that it’s not all about numbers! It’s certainly true that people
are slightly more likely to follow a page that already has a decent number of fans but
once you have a couple of hundred, this becomes insignificant. It’s far, far, more
important to have a modest following of potential customers than to have thousands
of random followers only a tiny fraction of whom are interested in you.

I make this point because gaining lots of followers is actually pretty simple -
just pay Facebook a fortune in advertising and a (tiny) proportion of those people
will like your page. However, they’re unlikely to be your customers unless, when you
created the advertising campaign, you targeted the right people. I consider “follower
number” to be a vanity metric - in other words, a measure that has no effect on your
business but Facebook would like you to believe is all important. The only metric
that matters, in the end, is how much extra money your business makes from its
involvement and the first step to that is attracting people to follow you who may
become customers or who may encourage others to buy from you. 

So, assuming you have a limited marketing budget, every activity you
undertake must be laser-focused to attracting the right followers if your Facebook
campaigns are to pay their way and contribute to your success.
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Building the right audience
Post great content and make it shareable
Part 2 of this book covered this in detail. Your first job is to encourage the user

to follow you, then you need to keep their attention and, ideally, have them
encourage their friends to also follow you. All of these things are achieved primarily
by having fantastic content.

What makes for great content? In my view, it must be Concise, Original,
Relevant and Eye-catching. Ooh, look - that makes for a nice acronym: CORE.

Concise
The shorter the meat of your post, the more likely it is to be read, understood

and acted on. I don’t include competition terms and conditions which people don’t
read anyway - just make sure they’re presented after the update itself with a line
break between them.

Original
Did you know that only 10% of Facebook users create original posts - and this

figure includes “Had cornflakes for breakfast” and other such literary marvels. Even
when it comes to Pages, many simply recycle what they’ve seen elsewhere with the
result that they’re publicising the original creator of the photo, video or blog post
rather than themselves. 

Yes, writing an original status update or shooting your own photos is a little
harder than nicking (sorry, “sharing”) someone else’s but it’s also much more
effective and, in the end, more efficient because it’s likely to result in extra followers.

Relevant
It’s all very well being concise and original but it your post isn’t relevant to its

target audience, it’s going to pass them by or, at the very least, interest them in
something you don’t supply. That doesn’t mean you must only talk about your craft
or your products but rather that you know what will interest your target audience
enough to get them to notice and engage with you. Remember AIDA?

Eye-catching
To be effective, your post must stand out in the timelines of your followers - or

at least that proportion of your followers Facebook shows any particular update to.
Given that only around 10% will see a post, it’s essential that as many of those
engage with it as possible and visual appeal is one very important way to achieve
this. In most cases, this means photos or videos and you should rarely post an update
without one of these attached. By being eye-catching, more of your posts will be
shared by your followers which means more of their friends will see them.
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Competitions
We’ll all seen them and there’s no doubt that competitions attract a lot of

interest in your page but Facebook is quite fussy about how you run them - fall foul
of their rules and they might even shut your page down. Most importantly, you must
include a disclaimer in your post that disassociates Facebook from the competition
(you’ll find sample wording below) and releases them from all responsibility.

Also, always remember that the competition must have a point - it must, as
with all marketing, ultimately result in extra money. Although, in most cases, it costs
nothing to run a competition, there’s a cost associated with the prize so the
competition must bring in more profit than the amount you’ll spend on the prize(s)
and delivery. Just going for page likes is not a good enough reason unless you know
that followers buy from you.

Let’s begin by looking at some of the common forms competitions take on
Facebook.

Sweepstakes
The simplest to enter and easy enough to administer, with a sweepstake, you

ask users to like the post, or comment on it, in order to be entered into a draw. You
then pick one winner randomly. It’s fine to also make it a condition of entry that
users are also followers of your page since this will grow your audience.

You may have seen competitions that make it a requirement of entry that
users also share the post with their friends or tag them within the comments. These
requirements are against Facebook’s rules so you must not do this! Yes, some pages
continue to get away with it but there’s no point spending time and effort building up
a decent following only to have Facebook shut your page down for breaking their
rules. Many pages get around this by explicitly stating that, whilst sharing isn’t a
requirement for entering the draw, it would be appreciated - “sharing is caring” or
some such similar tosh. It seems to me that this is within the rules if you’re very clear
that everyone has an equal chance whether they share or not.

Rather than simply asking people to like a post (on the basis that the more
likes it gets, the more other people will see it), you should also consider sweepstakes
where you ask for a simple comment. At the most banal level, this could be “what’s
your favourite colour?” - if you’re working in fabric crafts, this could be useful
information, after all. “What’s your favourite fragrance?” is a good one if, like us, you
sell scented products since your followers may well give you ideas you’d never have
come up with on your own (baby powder, in our case!). Be careful, however, not to
make big decisions based only on a few entries in a competition - use the suggestions
you get as a starting point for your research.

Picking a winner
You need to be careful that your competition is run fairly and that you keep

evidence of this, in case of disputes in the future. If you’re running a sweepstake
where the entrants must simply like or comment then consider using
www.tabsite.com’s  free Timeline competition app. To access this, go to
www.tabsite.com and sign up using the Facebook Connect button. You’ll be taken to
the list of paid-for plans but, if you scroll down, you’ll see a free account. From the
Manager tab, click Add App and choose Timeline Contest App - whilst some of the
features of this app are for premium users, the free version has enough to allow you
to administer a simple sweepstake of this sort.

If, on the other hand, you want to get more information from your users,

http://www.tabsite.com
http://www.tabsite.com
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If, on the other hand, you want to get more information from your users,
consider signing up for Google Forms - this allows you to create a simple survey
form for them to complete and also keeps each user’s answers private from all other
users. I’ll cover Google Forms later, but for now all you need to know is that it
automatically creates a spreadsheet with one row per entrant. So, if you ask them for
their first name, surname and email address (as well as whatever they need to enter
the competition), and 100 people enter, you’ll end up with a 100 row spreadsheet
with 100 names on it. 

To pick a winner, sign up for the Third-Party Draw Service at
www.random.org/draws. Once you’ve done this, you copy and paste the email
addresses into random.org and it picks a winner - it also keeps a record of the draw
so you can show that it was done independently. It costs a few dollars per draw but,
in my view, it’s worth it for the peace of mind and using this approach saves you the
hassle of having to copy all the names of your likers manually, before picking a
winner.

Quizzes
The differences between a quiz and a sweepstake are that qualification for

entry is based on two things - firstly getting the questions right and secondly, if more
than one person achieved this, being the lucky one to be drawn. Quizzes are excellent
for getting more user engagement than simply liking the post - although liking
should be a requirement for entry so that the post gets seen by more people.
However, the downside is that you can’t have people putting their entries into the
comments because then everyone can see that the answers are - using comments
also makes it harder for quizzes with multiple correct answers.

The best approach is to use Google Forms to capture the answers. This is very
easy to do and the only real downside is that some people, despite your best efforts,
will still put their answer in the comments so it’s best used for quizzes with multiple
answers (if you’re on the ball, you can always delete comments from those followers
who don’t read the post properly before too many others see them). 

Google Forms is free and is available to anyone with a Google account so, if
you have gmail, you have Forms. If you don’t have gmail, now’s the time to sign up.

Go to forms.google.com and you should see a newly created form called
Untitled. Give it a title, along with a description of the quiz and then type in your
first question. Personally, I think multiple choice questions are the best option since
they’re easy for users of mobile devices to answer. If you agree, you can simply type
your options in below the question text - if not, pick a different question type from
the dropdown list. Make sure you tick Required question so that the user can’t
complete the quiz without answering all the questions.

Now click Add item at the bottom and choose Multiple choice from the list.
Type in your question, add the options and continue this until you’ve completed the
entire quiz. If you feel adventurous, you can split the questions across multiple
pages.

Now that the questions are in place, add two text questions - one called “Your
name”, the other “Your email address”. Click the advanced settings arrow on the
email question and click data validation, choosing email address from the list - this
will help catch any typos when they type their address in.

Add your terms and conditions to the bottom of the page. To do this, select
Section header from the Add item dropdown. Leave the Header text box clear and
add any final instructions, along with your T&Cs to the Description box. You should
also be crystal clear about what you intend to do with their email address - in most
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also be crystal clear about what you intend to do with their email address - in most

cases you’ll want to reassure them that they’ll only be used in connection with the
competition.

Finally, at the bottom of the screen, you’ll see the Confirmation Page section.
Here, you can specify a message that should tell your entrants what happens next.
Make sure you deselect all three check boxes and then press Send Form.

At any point during this process, you can see how the form will look by
clicking the View live form button in the toolbar. You can also change the look of the
form entirely by clicking Change theme. Now, whilst it might seem as though you
can only choose from a limited range of templates, each of these can be customised.

I usually stick with the Basic theme and then click Customise (beneath the
thumbnail). I always add a header image - usually this is our logo resized to fit the
space using Pixlr Editor. You can also add a nice background image and have this
tiled to fill the background of whatever device they’re using. You can change the
colour scheme and the typefaces, making it entirely your design. You can then use
the Copy a theme option (above the thumbnails) to reuse the design for future
surveys.

Used with a little imagination, Google Forms is a very powerful way to set
quizzes and surveys for your followers. It’s possible to set it up so that each option in
a multiple choice question sends the user to a different page so you can give feedback
on their answers. 

Forms will provide you with a URL to send competition entrants to - it’s
worth trying it for yourself before you make it public, especially making sure it works
well on a smartphone (in general, it does). You should also carefully check that the
route through the quiz is as you intended and that all the instructions and warnings
make sense. Once you’ve submitted your answers, pop to Google Drive
(drive.google.com) and you’ll see your Form there and (assuming you did submit
your responses) a file with the same name as your form with “responses” added to
the end. This is a spreadsheet but you don’t need a copy of Excel to open it - simply
double click it and it’ll open in Google Sheets. You’ll see each of the questions along
the top and your responses as the first row beneath - as new people complete the
survey, you’ll see new rows added with their answers.

Google Forms isn’t widely used on Facebook yet - for some reason most page
owners either set trivially simple competitions or pay for specialist apps but Forms
offers you all sorts of flexibility that you’ll find useful in other aspects of your
business. It’s also very simple to use and entirely free of charge. It’s one of my main
secret weapons.

Fill-in-the-blank
A form of very simple quiz, the fill-in-the-blank competition can generate a lot

of comments very quickly. For example, let’s say you crochet bobble hats, you could
run a fill-in-the-blank competition with this: 

I’ve just crocheted a bobble hat in a wonderful new colour. Complete this
sentence: “My favourite hat colour is _______.” If your favourite matches the hat
I’ve made, it’s yours! 

You’d then need to add some rules to cover what happens if more than one
person guesses correctly (you’d choose using Random.org), to limit each follower to
one entry and also set a deadline. You might want to take a photo of the hat and use
any of the photo editors I’ve mentioned to turn it to black and white so they can’t
guess the colour. 

One final thing. For heaven’s sake, make sure the prize will only be of interest
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One final thing. For heaven’s sake, make sure the prize will only be of interest

to potential customers - you don’t want some random person to win if they’d never
shop with you. This is not a good time to be giving away that iPod Touch that’s been
sitting in your drawer since Christmas!

Photo competitions
Facebook allows comments to include images so it’s very simple to run a

photo competition. If your business sells craft supplies, for example, you could
encourage followers to post their creations - not limiting it to your supplies but
rather to the craft itself. In our case, we might ask people to upload photos of the
candle they created most recently.

If you make items yourself, you can ask people to post photos of them using
one of your items or, to open it up to more people, similar products wherever they
got them. So, in the case of our crochet hat maker, ask followers to upload selfies of
them wearing either their favourite hat, a hat reflecting their current mood (or the
season) or their most embarrassing headwear. In this case, the best plan is to pick a
random winner.

Photo competitions do well if you get a reasonable number of entries.
Facebook likes photos so they’re likely to get more exposure in the timelines of
entrants’ friends than simple text comments would. You have to set the qualifying
criteria wide enough to encourage as many people as possible to enter. In practice,
it’s far easier to enter the competition when using a smartphone because taking
photos is built into the apps so this might limit entries a little. It’s also possible that,
if someone posted a really fantastic photo right at the beginning, others might be
intimidated out of entering.

Despite all this, if you can find a topic with wide interest, then photo
competitions can be very powerful.

Captions, captions!
If you’re feeling really creative, you might like to try a caption competition.

You need to find a photo or image that’s relevant to your business (otherwise you
might attract entries from people who’d never be customers) which is ripe for a good
caption. This could be, say, a pet wearing your latest creation or a picture of your
product in an unusual situation.

Whichever photo you choose, it must lend itself to simple humour - the easier
it is to see a funny line attached to the photo, the more entries you’ll get. One final
thing - you might want to go into your page settings and set your Profanity Filter
(yes, there is such a thing) to medium or strong. It’s a sad fact that, when you offer
followers the chance to express their creativity, some will be unable to resist the
temptation to use Anglo-Saxon. Setting the filter to strong means, confusingly, that
more words will be blocked, words you might not consider offensive but it’s the
safest option. We use the medium setting and keep a close eye on all comments.

Guessing games
Another variation on the photo theme is to play a simple guessing game. For

example, “how many stitches in this blanket?” or “how many coffee beans in this
jar?” or “how much does this weigh?”. You get the idea. In this case, it’s fine for
people to post their guesses directly in the comments - you just have to make it clear
that if two people guess the correct answer, the first one to respond will be the
winner. As with all the others, make sure the competition is relevant to your product.
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The Treasure Hunt
This is probably our favourite form of competition and certainly the most

successful in terms of products sold as a direct result of the promotion. Ideally, this
requires you to have your own online shop and involves you hiding items around
your store and asking your audience to go and find them. As an example, over the
Easter bank holiday, you could have one Easter Egg per day and provide a clue,
scheduled to appear at a certain time on each day as to where that day’s egg could be
found. Followers then visit the site, follow the clues to the product containing the
egg. You then use Google Forms to allow you to collect their responses without giving
away the answer to everyone else - the point, after all, is to get them to visit your site.
You should also make it a condition that they like the post so that it’s seen by more of
their friends. On the Tuesday, you then go through and randomly select one winner
for each day - the winner gets the product where they found the egg. We tried this
over Easter 2015 and it generated a lot of interest, over 100 entries and lots of sales
which was especially welcome as Bank Holiday weekends tend to be quiet.

Terms and conditions
It’s boring, I know, but you must include terms and conditions in the status

update announcing all competitions. If you’re collecting responses via Google Forms
then you need to repeat this information there as well. Having said that (and this is
not legal advice), you don’t need to get bogged down in legalese - plain,
straightforward, English will do. Once you’ve established a form of words that works
for your business, you can use them for every competition, just changing the bits that
vary.

These are the parts you should include:
1. Facebook disclaimer: This promotion is in no way sponsored,

associated or endorsed by Facebook. [Your company name] releases
Facebook of any liability whatsoever. 

2. How they enter: To enter this promotion, you must [do this]. For
example: “To enter this promotion, you must complete the sentence
contained in the status update it relates to” or “To enter this promotion,
you must complete the questionnaire at the link contained in the update
announcing it” or “To enter this promotion, you must like this status
update”.

3. Eligibility criteria: To enter this promotion, you must be. For example
“To enter this promotion, you must be a follower of our page and based in
[country]” or “To enter this competition, you must have liked our page
since [date]” (in the case of a competition for new followers)

4. Starting/finishing dates: This promotion commences on [date] at
[time][timezone] and ends on [date] at [time][timezone]. Entries made
outside this period will not count. For example: “The promotion
commences on 13th November 2015 at 9am BST and closes on 20th
November 2015 at midnight BST”

5. How the winner is chosen: This will vary depending on the type of
promotion. For example “The winner will be chosen at random from all
qualifying entries using the third party draw service at random.org.”
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6. When the winner will be chosen

7. How the winner will be notified

8. How the winner’s details will be handled: Usually this just involves
them agreeing that their Facebook name will be shared so that other
competition entrants can see that someone did actually win. For example
“By entering, you agree that, should you win, we will share your name on
our page as the winner.”

It’s really important to protect yourself without getting your knickers in a
twist unnecessarily and that’s the spirit behind the templates above.
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Advertising on Facebook
It’s practically impossible to grow your page following to a decent size to a

reasonable schedule without using advertising. Don’t let this put you off - a small
investment of a few pounds here and there can be very effective. In a way, this is no
different to running a competition - in that case you spend money on providing a
prize whereas with advertising, your budget goes on the marketing itself. 

Many people have a mental barrier to advertising that takes one (or both) of
two forms. Some people object, on principle, to paying anything for promotional
activities - especially on Facebook which was originally seen as a source of free
marketing. This is a hypocritical point of view, in my opinion since the very same
people expect their customers to pay for their products, they don’t give them away
for free after all. As I’ve said several times now I’m only suggesting that you invest
very small amounts, especially while you’re working out which methods work best
for you.

Other business-people feel that advertising is complicated and dangerous. It’s
fair to say that all marketing involves some risk as you can rarely be certain that any
particular activity will pay off but this is one reason why you should only invest small
amounts. As for it being complicated - it’ll probably not surprise you to learn that
Facebook makes it as easy as possible to advertise with them. In fact, it can be
achieved with a couple of clicks although some forms of advertising are slightly more
complicated than others. Rest assured, buying ads through Facebook is no more
difficult to achieve than any other activity - if you can upload a video or run a
competition, you can advertise.

Please don’t feel that I’m an unvarnished fan of Facebook advertising. Used
poorly it can be a black hole pulling money from your bank account with little or no
return. But, frankly, that’s true of most business activities whether that’s choosing
the right supplier or designing the products themselves - get that wrong and you can
find yourself with a fundamentally unprofitable business that doesn’t stand a chance.
I have no relationship with Facebook, except as a user and customer, and nothing
financially to gain from encouraging you to consider its advertising platform. But I
do think it offers a number of extremely powerful options that simply aren’t available
to Page owners who ignore it. If you want to grow your Facebook following in a
timely fashion and, through that, increase your sales, you can’t ignore advertising.
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Types of Facebook Advertising
The best way to group advertising is by its purpose. In the end, all marketing

aims to increase your sales and you should always keep your eye on that as the
ultimate goal. You might think, then, that you should only pay for advertising that
drives customers to your website or storefront (on ebay, Amazon, etsy or folksy, for
example) but your overall marketing strategy needs to be a mix of paid-for and free
promotion. Whilst it’s true that only a minority (between 5% and 15% if you’re lucky)
of your followers will see an un-promoted post, they are likely to be your best
supporters and there’s therefore a better chance those people will buy from you than
your general audience. So your overall strategy needs to include making it easy for
likely buyers to find and connect with your page since this makes adverts that direct
them to your website more effective.

For our purposes, Facebook provides 6 forms of advert:

Website traffic
This form of campaign aims to send potential customers to your website -

whether that’s a domain you own or a storefront on another platform. Using this
type of ad, you can generate a significant increase in your traffic but there is no easy
way to know whether that results in additional sales. I therefore only recommend
this form of advertising if you don’t control your shop’s website.

Website conversions
If you do own your shop, and want to send customers to it from Facebook,

then you should pick this option since it allows you to see what percentage of those
users actually ended up buying something. This requires you to insert a bit of HTML
text (HTML is the language used to tell a browser how to display a web page) into
your site - this is very easily achieved if you use any of the main ecommerce
providers or the WordPress platform. If someone else has built your site, they can
easily add the text.

By doing it this way, you can work out whether your Facebook advertising
campaign made a profit. As your page matures, you’ll almost certainly spend the
bulk of your marketing budget using this form of advertising as it can be both
effective and easily measured.

Gaining Followers
In this form of advertising, it’s the Page itself that is promoted. Its purpose is

to increase the number of followers you have and a lot of Page owners make the
mistake of concentrating on this objective long term rather than the direct aim of
actually selling stuff. In the early days after setting up your Page, this is a good
option since you need to build a reasonable following of a few hundred people before
spending money on driving clicks to your website.

It’s important to have a reasonable number of followers because this gives
your Page credibility - in other words people who come across your Page will take it
more seriously if they see at least a couple of hundred others have liked it already. 

There’s another reason for increasing your following that isn’t quite so
obvious. When you come to run your advertising campaigns, Facebook allows you to
target who will see the ads to a very detailed degree. This is very useful because if you
know the characteristics of your best customers, you can make sure that your ads are
seen by similar people. However, Facebook also allows you to go one step further -
you can tell it to show your ads to people who are similar to your current followers. If
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you can tell it to show your ads to people who are similar to your current followers. If
you’ve created a successful Page, then, with followers who buy things from you, you
can ask Facebook to show your ads to people it thinks are similar  - and it has a lot
more data than you from which to make its decision! 

That’s why, although you ideally should aim for a few hundred followers, it’s
actually the quality of those fans that matters far, far, more than the quantity. If you
have 200 followers that genuinely reflect your target audience, Facebook will have
good data to help it choose who to show your ads to - much better than 2,000
followers you’ve bought through spending a fortune on scattergun ads or by more
nefarious means.

So whilst it makes absolute sense early on to promote your page, it’s
important to keep your focus tight on who you want to follow you and not get
obsessed with racking up the numbers quickly. By focusing in this way, you keep
your advertising costs right down and gently build an audience of people who want
to buy from you rather than spending a fortune attracting a load of strangers to click
your “like” button and disappear into the ether.

Promoting Posts
This is the form of advertising that Facebook makes easiest but you need to

use it with extreme care and with a specific aim in mind. By promoting a post, and
depending on the options you choose, you ensure either that a much bigger
percentage of your following will see it or that it will be seen by an audience that you
define.

At MakingYourOwnCandles we almost always choose to promote the post to
our existing followers - in other words, it’s rarely about directly increasing the
number of likes on our Page. We use promoted posts for a specific purpose, usually
to announce a sale on our website or a competition. In other words, posts that are of
special relevance to our following. We always appreciate the odd share they might
give the post but it’s really more about reaching our existing audience rather than
growing it. And I never spend more than £3 promoting any post - despite Facebook’s
encouragement to spend more!

Promoting Events
If you’re attending a craft fair or running an online event that happens at a

specific time, you can use this form of advertising to increase participation. As with
the other methods, the better you target the ads, the more effective they will be and
so having a reasonable following before promoting an event is essential.

Promoting Offers
As mentioned earlier, offers are the Facebook equivalent of Groupon and can

be used for both online sales and to give people an incentive to visit you at your craft
stall or shop. This form of advertising, as you’d expect, aims to increase the number
of people taking up your offer and, again, works best when you have a reasonable
following already.

Your Marketing Strategy
Whilst you can use any of these forms of promotion at any time, the balance

will tend to shift as your Page matures. Once you’ve set up your Page (see Part 2) and
invited a few friends to like it, you could concentrate on promoting the Page itself to
increase its following relatively quickly. Until this has been achieved, there’s little
point in using any of the other forms of advertising.
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Once you have a couple of hundred followers, you can reduce or eliminate
your Page promotions and start a campaign that sends customers to your website or
storefront - this would then become your “bread and butter” marketing that you’d
run over a long period of time (providing it proves effective). When you run special
events such as sales, competitions and craft fairs, you can then promote specific
posts, events or offers using those forms of advertising. 

In the long run, you’re likely to find the website conversion or, if you’re using
a storefront, website traffic forms of advertising most useful and effective for making
money from your Facebook marketing. The key is to make sure your marketing
increases your profits by more than it cost to run - which is why I recommend the
conversion form of advertising where at all possible. It’s ever-so-slightly more
involved to set up initially but it can generate real money in your pocket from the
biggest social network in the world.
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Building your following
Important note: the following instructions assume you’re using a desktop

or laptop computer - don’t try this on a mobile device!

Setting up your account
The first step is to set up your advertising account. Do this from your Page by

clicking the Promote button at the top right and selecting Use Ads Manager. You’ll
find yourself at a blank Campaigns dashboard so click Settings. Click Change
Currency/Timezone (unless you happen to be based on the Pacific coast of the US)
and select your local currency and time zone - for UK users this is British Pound and
(GMT) London Time - now click Create New Account then select to deactivate the
US Dollar account since you haven’t used it. You’ll now be invited to create an ad but
we’re not ready to do this so click Not Now. Counter-intuitively, Facebook now
returns you to the US Dollar account; to change this click the dropdown box under
Account on the left and pick the one showing your local currency in its name, then
select Settings again. 

Fill in the Account Name - usually it’s best to simply use your Page name here.
Under this, you’ll see Are you buying Facebook Ads for a business purpose - change
the answer to yes even if you haven’t set up a company yet. Fill in your business
name (or your own name if you don’t have one), then complete the address
information. Leave the VAT number blank unless you are registered for VAT. Next to
Are you an Agency buying ads on behalf of an Advertiser? leave No selected. Click
Save Changes. You can browse through the other settings if you like but they can be
left as they are.

You now need to click on Billing and then Payment Methods. Now click the
Add Payment Method box and fill out the form. Personally, I prefer the PayPal
option because that means I can delete the authorisation myself if I want to, rather
than relying on Facebook or my bank to do so. Whichever you choose, follow the
process through and you’re ready to go!

Gaining new Page likes
You’ll probably want to begin by increasing the number of followers of your

Page. Only do this if you’ve followed the steps outlined earlier to get some content
onto the Page and invite friends and family to like it - however hard you try, you’re
not going to be able to persuade many people to follow a Page that looks like a ghost
town.

How much is a Page Like worth?
This is one of the toughest questions in marketing and I wish I could give you

a definitive answer but it truly depends on your particular business and even then,
pinning down a precise number is difficult, especially in the early days of your
business. For MakingYourOwnCandles, I can see that a large percentage of our
orders are placed by our Facebook followers but I don’t know whether directly as a
result of our Facebook marketing or simply coincidence. When we run competitions
and promotions, we tend to use different coupon codes for Facebook users as
opposed to email subscribers so we can see how relatively effective this is. We know,
therefore, that Facebook is important to us but not as effective, overall, as Google
AdWords or email marketing. Facebook offers us a third, long term, channel and
means we make extra sales for very little money and it also makes the main website
more effective because potential customers like to see that there’s a community there
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more effective because potential customers like to see that there’s a community there
to support them in their new hobby. 

So, especially at the beginning, you need to think about what value you place
on each Page Like. If, for example, you start with 50 likes from family and friends,
your first task is to get into three figures, in other words, you need another 50. If they
cost you, say £10/$20 in total is that a price you’re prepared to pay? In my view, yes
that would be worth it since the three figure milestone is an important one but
whether I’d be prepared to pay the extra £30/$40 to get to 200 Page Likes would
depend on how quickly I wanted to grow my business. Frankly, I’d probably pay it to
give the Page a kick-start. Beyond 200, however, the case for buying Likes this way is
harder to make - I tend to use it these days to get us over a specific milestone but it’s
something I do rarely for mature pages.

Having said all that, bear in mind that gaining extra fans who are genuinely
interested in your business and Page gives you the potential to connect with their
friends through their comments on your posts (some of which will appear on the
friends’ timelines). This is one of the reasons that creating engaging posts is so
important - otherwise all the time and money you’ve spent encouraging people to
Like your Page is largely wasted.

Creating your Page Like ad
When you’re ready, and assuming you’ve set up your account information as

detailed above, go to your Ads Manager dashboard (by clicking Promote/Ads
Manager from your Page or by going direct to
www.facebook.com/ads/manage/home/ . Click Create Ad at the top right and
choose the Promote your Page objective. Choose your Page from the dropdown box
and, if you like, give your campaign a name.

You now need to tell Facebook who you want to see your Ad. If you’re
targeting a particular country, make sure to select that - for craft businesses it’s most
effective to stick to your home country at this stage. Set the age range of your target
audience - don’t make the mistake of leaving it set too widely. Most craft buyers are
between 30 and 65 so you can start there.

In the Interests box, either type craft or the specific name of your craft and
Facebook will give you a series of suggestions - pick those that make sense. Leave the
other fields as they are until you get to How much do you want to spend? Set this at
a limit you’re comfortable with (I usually use £3.50) and then click Set a start and
end date. This is REALLY IMPORTANT because if you don’t do this, Facebook will
continue showing your ads until you tell them otherwise. I usually limit the date
range to a few days beginning immediately. 

Next to Optimize For make sure this is set to Page Likes and leave the Pricing
set to Get the most likes at the best price. Now think of a good name for your ads (eg
“First Page Like campaign”) and type it into the Ad Set Name field. 

Before you move on, take a look at the right and you’ll see Estimated Daily
Reach. This is the number of people Facebook thinks will see your ad on an average
day and takes into account two factors. The first is the total size of the audience
(shown as Potential Reach just above) which is based on the demographic
information (gender, age and suchlike) you gave earlier, along with the interests you
indicated. If this number is too high, you’re probably targeting your ad too widely
and won’t get good quality clicks. If it’s too small, you might not get any clicks at all. 

The second factor is the budget you’ve set for the day - the bigger the budget,
the more people will see it. Again, this needs to be neither too large nor too small. As
a guide, I look for a Potential Reach of between 1 and 2 million and an Estimated

http://www.facebook.com/ads/manage/home/
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a guide, I look for a Potential Reach of between 1 and 2 million and an Estimated

Daily Reach of between 1,000 and 2,000. Only a tiny proportion of the people who
see your ad will like your Page but with 2,000 views a day you should get somewhere
between 20 and 50 Page likes for your £3.50.

Whether you do get that many likes depends largely on how good your ad is
and this is what we turn our attention to in the next part of the setup process. In the
Text field, you have up to 90 characters to persuade the Facebook user to click the
Like Page button. You can experiment with the best form of words to put here but it
makes sense to begin with something simple that describes what your Page is about
and then invites them to take action. For example: Do you just love handmade
cushions? Join our community on Facebook - click Like Page. That may or may not
work well for you but I recommend starting with straightforward wording to see
what response you get before trying variations. 

Click the Show Advanced Options link just under Text. Quite why Headline is
considered advanced I have no idea! As with your ad text (the copy) you must
experiment with the headline to discover which form brings the largest quantity of
high quality Page Likes. Remember, quality counts - you would probably attract a lot
of Likes if you put “Free Cash” in your headline (although Facebook would probably
reject the ad in any case) but they wouldn’t be worth having. Bear in mind that the
headline only appears in ads that show in the right hand column on desktops and
laptops but that could still represent thousands of impressions (ad appearances) per
day.

It’s now time to select an image for your ad and I’m going to make this very
simple - you should almost always choose your cover photo when running Page Like
ads. If you think about it, your ads and your cover photo have the same aim - to get
Facebook users to click like. By using your cover photo in your ad, the user knows
immediately that they’ve reach the right place if they click on the link to visit the
page rather than clicking Like Page. This increases the conversion rate of the ad and,
as a consequence, lowers the cost per like.

Click the Browse Library button to find your cover photo (no need to upload
it again) and you’re done. Choose Review Order at the bottom of the page to see a
summary of your ad and check that it looks correct before clicking Place Order.
Facebook will now review the ad to make sure it complies with their guidelines
before activating it within a few hours at most. 

You’ll be taken to your Campaigns dashboard within Ads Manager which will
no longer be blank. You’ll see your new ad set and if you look at the DELIVERY field,
you’ll almost certainly see the words In Review. 

You’ll also see a blank graph which will, over the coming days, hopefully show
the Page Likes coming in. Beneath the graph is a table showing the crucial numbers -
you’ll be paying most attention to the Results column which, in this case, will display
how many Page Likes your campaign has attracted. The Cost column shows how
much each Page Like has cost you and you need to carefully think about whether the
figure shown here is a price worth paying. Don’t jump to conclusions early on,
however - give it a few days before suspending or amending the ad if the cost is too
high. 

Reports
Once your ad has been running for a few days, click the View Report button

on your Campaigns dashboard to take a closer look at the figures. You’ll see that the
data on your ad has been broken down according to the way it was presented. In the
case of Page Likes campaigns, it’ll be separated into Newsfeed on Desktop
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case of Page Likes campaigns, it’ll be separated into Newsfeed on Desktop

Computers (which includes laptops), News Feed on Mobile Devices and Right
Column Ads on Desktop Computers. Take a look at the Reach figure - this represents
the number of people your ad has been shown to so far. You’ll almost certainly see
that more people saw it on a mobile device than on a “proper” computer. This is why
it’s essential that you keep this in mind when you post to your Page - you may be
using a laptop but your audience is probably browsing on a mobile. Why does this
matter? Because mobile devices have smaller screens and are generally used in
portrait orientation rather than the landscape of your computer.

For my most recent Page Like ad set, nearly ten times as many people saw it
on a tablet or smartphone as on a computer. Look along to the Cost per click column
to see how much each Page Like cost you to acquire - you’ll probably see that the cost
is higher on mobile than desktop. So, for now at least, desktops and laptops
represent better value but a much smaller audience and this is a trend that is likely to
continue.

Exactly why people behave differently on mobile compared to desktop is hard
to say. It’s likely that at least part of the reason is that Facebook hasn’t yet cracked
how to display ads on mobile as effectively as on desktop. However, you can do
yourself a favour by focusing on mobile when you design your ad - especially when it
comes to selecting the best possible photo. Go for something colourful and avoid
small text.
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Driving Traffic to your site
Gaining Page Likes is something you’ll only want to concentrate on in the

early days whereas Website Traffic and Website Conversion ads represent valuable
ways to get Facebook users onto your website to buy from you. 

You should use Traffic Ads if your ecommerce platform doesn’t allow you to
add any HTML to your pages - for example if you use ebay, etsy, Folksy or Amazon
to host your site. If you have your own site or use ecommerce providers such as
Bigcommerce or Volusion then you should definitely choose the Conversion Ads type
since this gives you more information about how effective your campaign is.

I’ll cover Traffic Ads first because Conversion Ads are set up in the same way
but require one extra step - please just bear in mind that, where possible, you should
choose Conversion Ads if you can.

Begin at the Campaigns dashboard
(https://www.facebook.com/ads/manage/home/) and click the green Create Ad
button. From the Choose the objective for your campaign select Send people to your
website then, on the next page, type in the URL you want to send customers to. In
most cases, this should be a specific destination rather than the home page - for
example your special offers or a page created just for this campaign.

Ignore the Add a conversion pixel (optional) text beneath since this requires
you to be able to edit your site. Click Continue.

The rest of this page is very similar to the Page Like ad set. Begin by telling
Facebook who you’d like to see your ads. Choose an age range and if your audience is
primarily of one gender or the other choose that - now Add Interests as before.
Under Connections, you’ll see Advanced connection targeting - the final option
being Include people whose friends are connected to. Once you have a decent
following on Facebook, you can use this to show ads only to friends of your fans,
people who are more likely than average to have similar interests to your fans. This
will severely limit your Potential Reach but it will also almost certainly make your
campaign more profitable with a higher conversion rate. As a guide, a Page with
2,000 fans will be able to show its ads to over 50,000 people who are friends of those
fans. This is an example of how your advertising can become progressively cheaper
as you grow your Page. In the early days, however, you’ll need to leave Connections
set to All. 

Set your budget in the next section - again keep this low to begin with, I
usually stick to around £3.50 per day. And remember, as before, to click Set a start
and end date and use the calendar to limit your ad to just a few days.

Under How do you want your ad to look?, for now I suggest leaving this set
to A single image in your ads to keep things simple. Once you have a successful
campaign, you can use the Multiple images in one ad to test the effect of different
graphics on the ad’s effectiveness. Delete any existing images and upload your
chosen photo. Study after study has shown that photos of human beings perform
better than any others for this type of ad so, if at all possible, choose a photo
showing someone modelling your craft or, alternatively, pick an illustrative image.
For example, when we ran a campaign to promote our Special Offers which included
a fragrance called Freshly Made Bed, we used an image showing a smiling woman
asleep - the same image we use to illustrate the product on our website.

Under What text and links do you want to use?, you need to make sure you
connect the right Facebook Page if you have more than one. Think of a good
Headline and ad copy for the Text box. As with Page Like ads, you need to come up
with a compelling reason for users to take action now so it makes sense of advertise

https://www.facebook.com/ads/manage/home/
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with a compelling reason for users to take action now so it makes sense of advertise
when you have time limited special offers available.

Beneath the Text field is the Call-to-Action Button. Whilst this is optional, you
should always use it as it gives a very clear way for the user to respond to the ad. I
recommend choosing Learn More as the button text rather than Shop Now as users
are more likely to click it if they think they’re simply going to get more information
rather than making any sort of commitment to buy. Bear in mind that some people
will believe that, if they click a button labelled Shop Now, they’re risking having their
credit card debited immediately. This might seem unlikely but, believe me, whereas
you and I might be comfortable online, to some people it’s entirely new and
frightening territory and they take no risks.

Now click the Show Advanced Options and add a News Feed Link
Description. This will appear alongside the call to action button and you should keep
it very short. To see how it’ll look, click Mobile News Feed in the Ad Preview and
Placements section on the right. Make sure that all the text is visible next to the
button because, although there’s more space for desktop ads, the vast majority of
users will see your ad on a mobile device so it must work for them. For example, I
use the text “Why not find out more?” which appears right next to the “Learn More”
button.

Now check all the previews to see that the ad looks good whatever device is
used before clicking Review Order to check that you’ve got the details right. Check
particularly for the budget and end date before clicking Place Order. Your ad will be
reviewed by Facebook but should start running within a couple of hours.

After a few hours, you’ll see your ad running in the Campaigns dashboard.
Under the Results column, you’ll see the number of Website Clicks since the ad set
began and, in the Cost column, the price you’ve paid for each click. If you’ve got your
budget right, these figures will both be relatively low to begin with - the idea is to
give you something to work on as you do more marketing. 

The problem with Website Traffic ads is that you can’t easily tell how many of
the clicks you’ve generated results in a sale. If your ecommerce platform allows it,
you could create a voucher code specifically for Facebook users so you can track sales
by those users but the problem with this is that some people, even when they’re
given a valuable coupon, don’t use it so the results will tend to underplay the number
of Facebook driven sales.

There are ways of using web services such as Google Analytics to work out
where sales have come from but the simplest way is to use the Website Conversions
ad type and the differences between it and Website Traffic are minimal.
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Making sales on your Website
Website Conversion Ads
From your campaigns dashboard, click Create Ad  and choose Increase

conversions on your website as the objective. Now type the URL (usually your
Special Offer page or a specific landing page for this campaign). Beneath that, you’ll
see Choose a pixel. Facebook tracks conversions by adding a little bit of code to your
page that also shows a pixel/dot so click the + button to create one. Under What type
of conversion do you want to measure? you should almost always select Checkouts
since the aim of the game is to get people to buy.  You should also give the pixel a
name (eg “checkouts”) since you can have multiple pixels in any one account, then
click Create Pixel. 

You’ll notice that Facebook shows a warning that the conversion tracking
pixel isn’t working properly - this is because you haven’t set it up yet!! If you are
responsible for running your website, click I can add the pixel to my website, if not,
click the other option.

Either way, you’ll need to make sure that the code Facebook gives you is
inserted only into the page that is displayed when the sale has been made. This
might be your “thank you” page, for example - but whatever you do, don’t insert it
into every page otherwise you’ll appear to have a 100% conversion rate! For a
Bigcommerce site, such as ours, this code goes in the order.html page.

That’s it - you only have to do this once. Every future campaign can use this
pixel without any changes to your website code so it’s worth the small amount of
upfront hassle. 

Once you’ve added the code, you must go to the page on your website before
you can continue. If, for example, you’ve installed it on your “thank you” page, you’ll
need to put through a test transaction or navigate to that page in some other way and
this will activate the tracking cookie. Click Continue and Facebook should pick it up -
if not, click Retry. 

You can now go on to create your ad in the same way as for Website Traffic.
The real difference comes when the ad has been running for a day or two as you’ll
now be able to see not only how many sales you made through the ad but also how
much each conversion cost you. If your average selling price is, say, £30 and those
sales you make via Facebook cost you £3 each then you’re likely to be onto a winner.
If, on the other hand, they cost you £15 each, you probably won’t be making any
money.
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Promoted Posts
Website Conversions and Website Traffic campaigns are likely to be long term

investments - once you can prove that they are generating profits. Promoted Posts,
on the other hand, can be used whenever it makes sense to increase the reach of a
specific status update.

Be careful with Promoted Posts - Facebook will encourage you to use them at
every opportunity (see that Boost Post button beneath each post?) and will helpfully
pre-populate the budget field with a ludicrously high value. Promoted Posts can
work in specific circumstances but they should form a small minority of your
marketing - they are the Apple Strudel to the bread and butter of Website Traffic or
Website Conversion ads. 

Use Promoted Posts when you have a good financial reason to want a big
proportion of your following to see an update. This could be, for example, the
announcement of a new competition or deal. The main difference between a
Promoted Post campaign and the other types is that you begin with the post itself
rather than starting with the audience and then creating specific ad copy. Whilst this
might seem simpler, it doesn’t remove the need to create a compelling post with a
particular aim in mind. Facebook would like you to promote posts willy-nilly but
that’s not in your best interests.

Promoted Posts should always have a photo or other graphic attached, never
pay for Facebook to promote a text update. After all, you’re paying to have your
update shown to a much bigger percentage of your audience - if they don’t notice the
post because it’s inconspicuous, you’ve lost your opportunity to encourage them to
take the action you want. 

Promoting a post is as simple as clicking the Boost Post button beneath a
published status update, although you can also do it from the campaign dashboard
as with the other types of advertising. 

For the Audience, you should almost always choose People who like your
Page and their friends since this has the advantage of exposing your business both to
fans who don’t normally see your posts and their friends. I don’t recommend
choosing the targeting option because, if you’re going to market to people with no
relationship to your page, you’re better off using Page Likes advertising to get them
to like you first, before you try marketing to them. Alternatively, use the Website
Traffic and Conversions ad types to drive buyers direct to your website or storefront.

Facebook asks you for a total budget (not a daily budget as with other ad
types) which will be spread over the number of days you specify. I never spend more
than £2-£3 on promoting a post - this is enough to get you the extra exposure you’re
after without breaking the bank. Bear in mind, however, that these small amounts
add up over time so keep a close track on your overall spend.

Once approved, your Promoted Post will show up in your Campaign
Dashboard in the same way at with other ad types.
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10 tips for effective Facebook Advertising
Tip 1: Know what you want
You must have a clear aim in mind before setting up your advertising

campaign - the more specific the better. For example, if you’re setting up a Page Like
campaign you need to think about how many Likes you want to attract at what price.
The crucial metric is cost per action since this determines whether your marketing
has been financially successful - if you’ve worked out that you can afford to pay 20p
per like and they actually cost 15p then that’s a success. If you can combine this with
getting a lot of likes in a short time then so much the better but if you know that your
campaign attracts likes for 15p then you can simply run it for longer to build up your
audience. This is much better than getting lots of likes for 25p since each like is
losing you money.

For a website conversion campaign, the cost per action relates to how much
you pay for each converted sale. If you’ve read the book Your Craft Business: A Step
by Step Guide, you’ll know how much your product costs to make and you’ll have
established the right price to sell it at and therefore your basic profit margin. With
this information, you can work out how much you can afford to spend on each
conversion and still make good money.

Remember, success in business isn’t about how much money you generate, it’s
how much profit you end up with.

Tip 2: Images, images, images… and videos
Have I banged on about this enough yet? But whilst photos and other graphics

are strongly recommended for all posts, they’re essential for ads. Some advertising
types require them whereas Facebook’s quite happy to allow you to pay to promote a
text-only update - but this is simply money down the drain. Remember AIDA? Your
first job is to grab the Attention of your potential customers and photos are the best
way to achieve this. 

It’s easy enough to find, edit or create eye catching images using sites such as
Pixabay.com and tools like Canva and Pixlr. Often, the best image is going to be a
nicely shot photo of one of your craft products.

If you’re promoting a post, rather than a Website Traffic/Conversion ad, video
is the medium that gets the most attention - if it’s the right video of course. But then,
video is a whole different ball-game and involves more effort and technical
knowledge than basic photography - the effort pays off in the end though!

Tip 3: Be clear
Make it easy for your potential customers to take action by being crystal clear

about what you want them to do. That’s why you should always add a “Call to action”
button to campaigns where Facebook offers the option. Having a “Shop Now” or
“Learn More” button makes it clear what their next step is - you only get moments to
get the message across before their attention moves onto the next thing they see.

Your offer must be straightforward, compelling and easy to sum up. We have
the greatest response when we run a simple “x% off everything” promotion -
something we tend to tie into an event such as a spring or summer Bank Holiday
when we’d usually be relatively quiet. Having said that, you can only run those sorts
of offers every so often otherwise people become bored with them or simply won’t
shop with you unless there’s a promotion running. At other times, we focus on
products relevant to the season or on newly launched products.

http://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B00SWZIBUQ
http://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B00SWZIBUQ
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Tip 4: Target the right people
Facebook knows a lot about you and your audience so you must use that

knowledge to target your advertising effectively. If you find a particular campaign
hasn’t been successful you should check whether it was shown to the right people -
specifically by looking through the list of interests you specified when you set it up. If
too few people are seeing the ad, try widening the interests from, say, “candle
making” to “crafts” and see whether you not only get more actions on the ads but
also more profit. There’s no point opening it up so wide that you get lots of
impressions but no buyers.

Tip 5: Your Cover Photo
Every time you change your cover photo, this will appear in some of your best

followers’ newsfeeds - it’s free publicity and if you choose the right photo, they might
even share it. You can create a cover photo in Canva (as described earlier) and add a
promotional message. But by refreshing it every so often you’re getting a little free
advertising.

Tip 6: Focus on mobile
The majority of people now access Facebook on their mobile devices rather

than a laptop or desktop computer. It’s therefore essential that you optimise for
those people. So, when it comes to adding text to photos, make it large! Test your
cover photo to make sure it looks good on a smartphone - or does it crop poorly?
Mobile is your key focus even though you won’t be actually creating much of your
content or managing your ad campaigns on a smartphone or tablet. Whilst it’s true
that you can use a large screen tablet such as the iPad Air and switch the browser to
desktop mode, this really is doing it the hard way - a cheap laptop (a Chromebook,
for example) would do a much better job.

Tip 7: Set a sensible budget
I’ve said several times that I don’t spend much on Facebook advertising. Most

of the advertising budget for MakingYourOwnCandles is spent on Google’s AdWords
because those ads appear when people are actually searching for something to buy so
an ad that provides an answer is likely to do well. People go onto Facebook to
interact with friends so most of them won’t be in the mood, at the moment they see
an ad, to buy something.

By setting a low budget of a few pounds a day, you can achieve worthwhile
marketing results without spending very much. It’s very rare that I spend more than
£5 a day on a campaign and it’s always limited to just a few days. To give an example,
my most recent campaign was for a bank holiday weekend - it cost me £12 in total
and generated more than 10x that in sales. 

Tip 8: Integrate with emailing
The campaign I mentioned in tip 7 also involved a mailout to the best 1,800 of

our 5,000 email list subscribers. This email generated an extra £1,000+ in sales over
three days for no cost aside from the monthly charge of our email service. But the
email list wouldn’t be as big or as useful if it weren’t for the Facebook community -
many Facebook users are on the mailing list and so we get twice the opportunity to
market to them.

Furthermore, when you create an ad, you have the option to upload your
mailing list and Facebook will base a target audience on that list - this works
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mailing list and Facebook will base a target audience on that list - this works

especially well with MailChimp which is the provider we use. By doing this,
Facebook can expose your ad to people on that list who are Facebook users and it
learns more about your audience by cross-referencing the list with its own members.
This makes future marketing more effective because the better you target your
marketing, the better the results.

Tip 9: Copy the best
You need to become a connoisseur of other people’s ads. Don’t worry, you’ll

get plenty of practice as we’re all exposed to Facebook ads every time we use it. Take
special note of those that do a good job of implementing AIDA - they grab your
Attention, generate your Interest, increase your Desire for the product and
encourage you to take Action. Think about what it was about the ad that achieved
each of these things - especially Attention since, without that, none of the rest has
any purpose. 

In most cases, it’ll be the image that stands out and you need to consider why
that particular photo or graphic worked for you as a user. Was it particularly
colourful? Did it feature someone you could identify with? Was it a product photo?
Whilst you aren’t a perfect representative of your audience (you’re a maker and
many of them won’t be), you’re close enough to be able to identify with them and to
respond to the same advertising elements.

Tip 10: Learn the lessons
I’ve saved the most important tip to last. It’s absolutely essential that you

understand what worked and what didn’t work in each advertising campaign so that
you can learn the lessons for the next one. Do this by looking at the data Facebook
provides you with and by experimenting to find the best combination. Initially, the
best thing to test is the photo or graphic - an ad that has lots of action on it will have
a good image, even if the campaign failed financially. Once you’ve settled on a type of
image that works best for your audience, you can then move onto establishing out
what sorts of offer gets the most clicks - straightforward sales or competitions,
discounts on product launches or real-world events for example. 

Frankly, if you get the right image and the right offer, you’re 90% of the way
there. You can experiment further with different forms of headline and call to action
buttons but the differences are likely to be minor and I suggest you’re better off
spending your limited time on the picture and creating a compelling reason for them
to buy something right now.
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Final Words
As with all business activities, what really matters is that you actually get on

and implement the strategies in this book. Follow the process through from…
● creating your Facebook Page 
● populating it with fantastic, engaging, content and then 
● promoting it to build your audience of customers.

Please never forget that the purpose of all marketing is to get paying
customers, not merely to increase follower numbers although that might be a step on
the way. 

And remember to have fun doing it. Facebook is, after all, a social network not
a business club - it’s a place for people to have fun and interact with each other and
however much the people behind Facebook try to monetise it, that’s how your
followers will continue to use it. You don’t want to become the online equivalent of
the bloke who sells roses in pubs - your marketing must be natural, gentle and
straight sales messages should be rare. 

It takes time to build up a worthwhile following on Facebook and it might be
tempting to give up after a couple of weeks - don’t. At the beginning, you are pushing
the rock up the hill and it might seem as though your effort isn’t paying off but, once
you reach a certain threshold, your Page will take on a life of its own to some extent.
You’ll have enough followers to be sure that your posts are responded to and then it
becomes a matter of maintaining and growing that foundation as well as building it
into your marketing efforts.

So please be patient - if you want very quick results then look at Pay Per Click
advertising such as Google AdWords but that’s a whole other story and significantly
more complicated to make work than Facebook. It’s also a lot less fun!

Facebook is an ideal platform for growing a craft business - see it as the first
plank in your marketing and give it a go. And remember - never stop crafting!

Your Craft Business: A Step by Step Guide
This book complements Your Craft Business: A Step by Step Guide which, as

its name suggests, covers the process of setting up and running a profitable craft
business. Your Craft Business has gone on to sell thousands of copies and appeared
in the top 40 Amazon Non-Fiction books (just ahead of “12 years a slave”!). I has
dozens of 5 star reviews and is available in both ebook and paperback format.

Your Craft Business focuses on the practicalities of setting up a business
including how to develop new products and, crucially, how to price them. It
specifically covers the UK and so has sections covering how to deal with HMRC and
other government departments, along with regulatory bodies, the basics of the law
and keeping books properly. Even if you’ve started your business already, there’s
plenty advice on pricing, marketing (including craft fairs) and case studies of
successful crafters.

YourCraftBusiness.co.uk
This companion website contains resources and info to help you make the

most of your craft business - pop along and take a look!

20% OFF
If you fancy giving candle making a go (whether as a business or just for fun),

you can use the coupon code “FBBOOK” to get 20% off your first order with our

http://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B009SK4SVU
http://www.makingyourowncandles.co.uk/your-craft-business-a-step-by-step-guide-book/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B009SK4SVU
http://www.yourcraftbusiness.co.uk
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you can use the coupon code “FBBOOK” to get 20% off your first order with our
complements.


